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HU Grads 
I 
Sentenced 
, 
onCocaQ)e 
Convicti0n 
•. t 
By APRILL O. TURNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
-· 
A u.s: Dimict court judge 'tins ruled 
that two recent Howard .{:Jniversity 
graduates-a set of twin .brothers-
musi &l)rvc a combined 44:r,car sen-
tence oo a cocaine distribuilon con-
viction. .'I 
The Brothers, Lamont and: tawrence 
Garri~on, 25, were sentenced Oct. 16 
in U..S. District court in Virginia. 
The family and friends ofrthe broth-
ers, both of whom graduat~d "from the 
College of Arts and Scienc~ in May, 
say they arc in a state of shock. The 
twi,is' mother, Karen B. Garrison, 
charge that justice has yet to be served. 
tMy sons are being framed," said 
Karen Garrison in an interview 
Wednesday as she sat in her living 
room. 
'They have never been in trouble in 
their lives. They are good boys who 
aspire to be lawyers. They should not 
be ih this type of trouble." 
Garrison charges the twins' court-
appointed attorney did nothing to help 
them, and that her sons were lied to by 
See SENTEN€E, A4 
District 
Residents 
Stuck on 
Clinton 
Scandal 
By MARK JENNINGS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Nicole Johnson can only hunch her 
shoulders. 
Like many Americans, Johnson, 24, 
is a tad rusty when it comes to recall-
ing the significance of Article U, Sec-
tion 4, Clause I of the U.S. Constitu-
tion-the provision of the governing 
document proclaiming that the "presi-
dent, vice president and all civil offi-
cers of the United States shall be 
removed from office on impeachment 
for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, 
or other high crimes and misde-
meanors." 
Johnson and other Washington-area 
residents-many of whom may have 
slept ,hrough college U.S. history 
courses-have been forced to brush-up 
on their history, thanks to the contro-
versy surrounding President Clinton's 
affair with Monica S. Lewinsky, the 
former White House intern. 
With the graphic evidence produced 
by independent counsel Kenneth W. 
Starr's $40 million investigation spread 
across their desks, Congressional rep-
resentatives have assured Clinton a 
place in new history textbooks. Clinton 
is only the tbird president to receive an 
impeachment inquiry; the others were 
Andrew Jackson and Richard Nixon. 
See SCANDAL, A3 
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Students 
Set to\yote 
Tuesday 
I Students Debate Whether to 
Vote in D.C, at Home, or at All 
By APRILL 0. TURNER and 
SUFIYA ABDUR-RAHMAN 
Hilltop Staff \V1ir rs 
• 
When election fever sweeps the nqtion Tuesday. Send-
ing voters.from California to the District to the polls, 
many Howard University students will join them-both 
those who have decided to vote in the1District, and those 
who maintain voting rights in their hometowns. 
During Tuesday's election, District voters will elect 
a new mayor, several city council mepibcrs, as well as 
two Congressional representatives. Vpters will also be 
asked to decide whether lo allow physicians to rec-
ommend that their seriously-ill patiqts use marijua-
na to alleviate their pain. 1 
Ward I City Council candidate Nik Eames, a Howard 
University student, says he's counting, on students to 
take to the polls Tuesday. 1 
"While we are here, y,c contribute a lot to the D.C. 
economy. We pay ta)(es every time we go to McDon-
ald's or Burger Kfog, and when we ride the Metro," he 
said. l 
"We have a voice that should be heard when it comes 
to D.C. politics," Eames said. 
See VOTE,A2 
Marijuana 
Initiative on 
Miss S:ool of Communications, Asba M3)'. was trowned Miss Hownrd Uni11'~tv !99>\. NOV. 3 Ball O ·t 
JI bun oh, May, Named HA.~r~:r~: .. ~r~s,~E •• 
M.... and M1· ss Howard HilltopStajf\Vriter • t An initiative on the Nov. 3 ballot would, if passed, allow physicians to recommend that their seriously-ill 
patients use marijuana to alleviate their pain. 
By APRILL O. TURNER 
Hilirop Sraff Wrirer 
In Cram ton Auditorium last Friday, Mr. School of Busine.ss, 
Nwaji Jibunoh, and Miss School of Communications, Asha 
May, were crowned Mr. and Miss Howard University 1998. 
Jibunoh is an 18-year-old sophomore business management 
major from Lagos, Nigeria. Jibunoh said he is excited about 
his new role. and looks forward to representing the Universi-
ty. 
"l have a new found responsibility to represent HU, and I am 
going to do that by just being me," said Jibunoh. 'The Nwaji 
that was before Mr. Howard will be the same after Mr. Howard. 
I am going to be who I am and represent Howard to the best 
of my ability." 
Asha May, a sophomore broadcast journalism major from 
Chicago, said she was stunned after learning she had won the 
title. 
"1 was shocked," she said after the pageant, which drew more 
than a thousands students. " I still am shocked." 
Both Mr. and Miss Howard have platforms which they have 
pledged to will carry-out during their respective terms as king 
and queen of HU. 
In his platform, which he calls the "Eradication of Student 
Apathy," Jibunoh pledges to launch a general freshman ori-
entation program for students from all the University's schools. 
TI1c program, he said, will allow freshmen from various 
schools to interact, preventing the segregation that he says often 
takes place bet ween students from different schools. 
The second arm of Jibunoh's platform aims to launch a cul-
tural awareness program that would help e)(amine the differ-
ences among the University's diverse student body in a " log-
ical, well-mannered way," he said. 
May's platform whicb she calls "Bridging The Gap," aims 
to establish a "power network" linking Howard s11.1dents with 
high school students throughout the District. 
The network, May said, wou Id also Howard students with 
See PAGEANT, A4 
Bison Shop Moves to Georgia Ave. 
Administration Hopes New Store Will Spur Economic Development 
By JEANIQUA FRANCIS 
Hillrop Staff Writer 
The Bison Shop Apparel and Gifts, an extension 
of the Howard University Campus Store, celebrat-
ed the opening of its Georgia Avenue Store Wednes-
day - just in time for the Homecomi ng rush. 
Ant won Clinton, the new director of the chain of 
University-owned stores, said the Campus Store has 
expanded from its Blackburn Center base in an 
effort to increase the number of customers il can 
serve. 
The University's Administration, Clinton said, 
hopes the new store will lure more shoppers to Ilic l,;..°"""~-
Gcorgia Avenue corridor and stimulate business at i-,;. ......... -
Wonder Plaza. 
The new store wi ll sell the bulk of University, fra. 
tcrnity 'and sorority paraphernalia. After Home-
coming, Clinton said, the Campus Store in the 
Blackburn Center will sell school supplies and 
computer software. Clinton added that after Home-
coming, the Book Store in the Tubman Quadrangle 
will merge with the Bison Shop. 
Within the next 18 months, the Tubman .Quadran-
See SHOP,A3 
The controversial initiative, Initiative 59, hascaprured 
the support of an odd mix of District leaders and 
activists, many of whom say they support the total 
legalization of marijuana. 
The pro-marijuana legislation has won the support of 
Mayor Marion Barry, as well as mayoral candidates 
Anthony Williams (D) and Carol Shwartz (R). 
In recent months, scores of pro-marijuana activists 
have criss-crossed the District, aiming to muster more 
than 32,000 signatures to get the initiative on next Tues-
day's ballot. 
Lawrence Guyot, a write-in candidate for ANC com-
missioner (IB04), said he has circulated petitions in his 
neighborhood to help support initiative. 
"What are you going to do to undo this mess of 
depriving us of our vote?" Guyot said in support of the 
initiative. 
"We should oot hesitate in casting ballots for its pas-
See MARIJUANA, A2 
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HOMECOMING TEMPO SPORTSFRIDAY WeekendWeather 
JOB FAffi: Students hunt for internships and per-
manent positions at the School of Communicauons 
annual Job Fair. See A2 
DEFINE: Students tell what Howard Uni-
versity Homecoming means to them. Sec B2 
LIME LIGHT: Usher Raymond, popular 
soloist in today's R&B genre, is slated to star in 
three films. Sec BJ 
SCHOLAR ATHLETE: Defensive back 
Jarvis George will be honored tomorrow for 
his commitment to college football, acade-
mic achievemeut and community service by 
BurgerKing Co,p. BS 
TODAY: Mostly 5W1lll' 
62 HIGH, 43 LOW 
., 
SATURDAY: Mo.11y Sunny 
65 fflGH, 42 LOW 
SUNDAY: Mostly Sunny 
57 IDGH, 43 LOW 
I 
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' 
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Job Fair '98 Op.ens Door of Opportunity for 
School of Communications Students , 
By LYNN SfMMONDS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With shi ned shoes, pantyhose, pre~sed suits and port-
folios in hand, Howard Communications students were 
on a mission to capture recruiters' attention. About 46 
exhibitors attended Howard University's I 998 Job 
Fair Oct. 22-23. 
The students' hard work did not go unnoticed. "I'm 
amazed by the way everyone's prepared," said Wendy 
Turner of PBS. 
Eyobong Ita, a junior print journalism major, said he 
appreciates the opportunity the Job Fair creates-to 
meet many recruiters in one setting. He wishes more 
students would talee advantage of it. 
" It is the one time they (students) remember to com-
pile clips," said lta. "Job Fair is a reminder to have your 
clips, otherwise you cannot have a successful inter-
view." 
Turner was surprised th.at some students remember 
recruiters' names-people they met last year or even 
two years ago. This annual event has a lasting effect, 
not only on students who arc looking to begin work in 
their field, but also 01: recruiters who travel to many 
other college job fairs and meet numerous students. 
"We recru it here because we find bright. ambitious, 
articulate people," said Marcia Parker of the Graduate 
School of Joumalism at UC Berkeley. Howard is on her 
list "because of the quality of the students. That's not 
true for all schools, but we definitely come to Howard." 
While the fair may provide an open door for experi-
ence, it also allows an opportunity for one recruiter to 
look back. 
''It's a good chance to see the caliber of students 
Howard University tums out," said Howard alumna 
Shirley Carswell of The Washi11gto11 Post. "It 's always 
refreshing to come back and see the students. I won-
der to myself ifl was as puUed together back then." 
She say& she has seen an improveif!Cnt over the years 
in Howard studems. 
"Some of the students have definite idea5, [while] oth-
ers will say 'I'm open to this and I'm open to that.' I 
think it's good to know what you wam," Carswell said. 
The Fair was an anticipated opportunity for students 
outside the University also. Students in surrounding 
areas were welcome to the event. Sindy Gilbert, a junior 
public relations major al Hampton University, traveled 
to Howard 10 attend the fair. She found a lot of public 
relations r~presentatives as opposed to the plethora of 
print and television recruiters, which she felt were in 
over-abundance at the National Association for Black 
Journalists Convention. Howard's Job Fair offered her 
more firms to choose from. 
Linda Waller of Dow Jones Newspaper Fund advis-
es students to continue to strive. "You don't always gel 
the internship right off. It is important to malee con-
nections and network." 
Many students did take the initiative to approach 
recruiters Friday, when interviews were open to every-
one. 
Amidst we business-like chatter, broad smiles and 
professional aura many students carried, it was the sin-
cerity of the students' drive that captivated Parker. 
" It ·s inspiring that they're going to malee a difference 
· in the industry," she said. Pholo by Adrian Jack.son Mlma Hooks, a Howanl University public relations major, talks lo a friend while waiting in line for an inteniew ,.;lh 
AUantic Records. • · 
Four HU Students Set for · Northwestern Professor 
!Electronic Data _ Systents Calls Howard Students 
Event in Texas 'Model Undergraduates' 
By APRILL 0. TURNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
On Wednesday, four Howard students will be off to 
,Plano, Texas, to solve real-life business problems. 
Zhaundra Jones, Julian Peny, Gerilane Rigby and 
Kimberly Stafford will be participating in the EDS 
Challenge (Electronic Data Systems). 
The sevenw annual event will draw 48 colleges and 
universities from around the world. The futal round of 
the four-day event will be broadcast live over we 
Internet on Saturday, Nov. 7, al I :30 p.m. 
The Challenge will bring together I 92 business and 
engineering students from Australia, Austria, Brazil, 
Canada, Germany, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand and 
we United Kingdom. Most of we participants arc 
juniors and seniors. The schools will work as teams to 
analyze a business problem and develop solutions. 
Bob Mintz, EDS executive vice president of human 
resources, says we Challenge is part of the company's 
commitment to higher education. 
"Our goal is to offer students a forum 10 test weir busi-
ness savvy against colleagues from all over the world," 
he said. "It gives them a taste of what it's like to go 
bead-10-head in the marketplace against the best. It's 
a real education in we workplace." 
The teams will have 24 hours to create a strategy and 
action plan that addresses technology, marketing and 
financial questions. 
Dr. Everson W. Hull, team coach and faculty advisor 
for the EDS Challenge and a professor in the School 
of Business, said "Each year EDS makes lhis compe-
tition bigger and bigger. It is an opportunity to inter-
act with other students from around the country and the 
world." 
This is Howard's third year participating in the EDS 
Challenge. 
"Last year, the team did extraordinarily well; we were 
the semi-finalist,'' said Hull." 
Al we end of the 24 hours, judges will select four 
teams to fuce off in the final round of competition. Each 
student on the winning team will receive a $5,000 
scholarship. Second and third place winners will be 
awarded scholarships of $3,000 and $2,000. 
Kelly Malone, a senior from Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, will be competing for we first time. She thinks 
of the contest as being an ultimate final exam. 
''I look forward to the competition and, one day. apply-
ing this experience in the classroom." 
In D.C., Students Prepare to.Vote 
VOTE,from Al 
Second-year political science major Tiffany Lauder, 
a New York-native said that after watching the District's 
elected government crumble, she felt compelled to reg- . 
ister to vote in the District. Now that the District is faced 
with the prospect of a majority-white city council, 
Lauder says her vole in Tuesday's election will defi-
nitely count. 
"The city is facing its first-ever majority-white city 
council. My vote is important here," Lauder said. 
Thomas E. Parker from Tillatoba, Miss., said he 
decided 10 register to vote in the District because "ii is 
our duty to maintain the balance of equal and just power 
in the District of Columbia," Parker said. "It's impor-
tant," he said. 
Not all Howard students wiU vote in Tuesday's elec-
tion. 
Talee Kristy Hinds. 
The third-year English major from Westchester, 
Calif., said she won't register 10 vote in the District 
because she docs not plan to live here after graduation. 
" I definitely would not vote in this election, because 
I don' t plan to be a permanent resident of D.C.;' Hinds 
said. ''I don't think it's fair, since ! won' t be here to see 
the benefits of my vole," she said, adding that politi-
cal candidates should not waste their time mustering 
votes from students. 
"Instead of the candidates campaigni ng with Howard 
students, they should use their energy on permanent 
residents," she said, "because those people will be most 
affected by their offices." 
Sophomore administration of justice major William 
Jacobs said that although he is voting in the District, 
many other students are not. "People aren't too famil-
iar with the candidates and what they plan to do," be 
said. "People don '1 know too much about D.C. 
Derrick Mack, a freshman systems and computer sci-
ence major, called himself as a pessimist about the 
political system. · 
"We have politicians wh9 are so concerned with the 
personal activities of the president that they're almost 
letting the government be shut down again," said 
Mack, who is not voting in Tuesday's elections. "Mak-
ing it in today's society means depending on [our-
selves) rather than depending on the senator, the con-
gress, the mayor or whoever." 
By NICOLE A. TONG 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard Universicy students welcomed and impressed 
Professor Burton A. Weisbord Monday when he vis-
ited from Northwestern University. Wcisbord came to 
the Mecca to give a campus-wide presentat ion entitled: 
"Health Care Cost Containment vs. Scientific Advance, 
Can we Have ic All?" , 
Despite his visits 10 seven other schools includ ing 
Iowa State University, the University of Connecticut, 
Oberlin College and !ilorth Carolina State at Raleigh. 
Weisbord was most impressed, he said, with the hos-
pitality and knowledge of the Howard University stu-
dents. He called Howard University students "model 
undergraduates." 
·'Howard University is a lovely campus and is very 
similar to Northwestern ·s," he said. "The students 
were most hnpressive and provided excellent guid-
ance." 
Weisbord expressed conccm that students take an 
interest in healthcare. He encouraged everyone, espe-
cially students, to invest in health insurance in the near 
future. 
"Your health and the health of your parents affect 
your life and it wou ld be wise for all of you 10 be cov-
ered," he said. "The topic may not be of great interest 
to rhe s1Uden1s. buc everyone needs to or should talee 
interesc in it." As a taxpayer, you ought to care about 
the Medicare system." 
Weisbord put emphasis on the enormous expansion 
of healthcare technology and the fact that what goes 
on in the hospitals in the present day could not have 
occurred 40 years ago. due 10 advanced technology. He 
made it clear that the healthcare system provides a lot 
of jobs in management and for scientists who work for 
pharmaceutical purposes. 
Weisbord is a membl!r of the Institute of Medicine-
National Academy of Sciences, and forn1crl y a mem• 
ber of the executive committee of chc American Eco-
nomic Association and president of the Midwest 
Economic Association. 
His research has focused on public policy issues in 
the areas of economic education. health, manpower, 
public interest law, the military draft, benefit-cost 
analysis. and most recently, health care policy and med-
ical research as well as philanthropy, volunteerisrn and 
the nonprofit sector. 
POLLING LOCATIONS. 
Election Day: Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1998 
Carver and Slowe Halls 
Precinct No. 20: Gage Eckington School 
3rd and Elm Streets, N.W. 
Auditorium-Accessible entrance through door 10 the fight of main enfrruice 
Drew Hall, Cook Hall, and East and West Towers 
Precinct No. 37: Meyer School 
I Ith and Cl ifton Street, NW 
Multi-Purpose Room-use 11th street entrance 
Meridian Hill Hall 
Precinct No. 36: 
Columbia Heights Village 
2900 14th Street, NW (near Harvard Street) 
Community Room 
Polls ope11Jrom 7 a.m. ro 8 p.m. The Howard U11iversity Student Association will be meering i11 each dor-
mitory at 7 a.m.fora march to the polls. For more i11Jormatio11 call 8Q6-4136. 
Marijuana Initiative to be Placed on Tuesday's Ballot, Students Make Decision to Vote 
MARIJUANA.from Al 
sage while we fight to get it counted," said 
Guyot, adding that he was prepared to fight 
for the initiative's passage in court. 
If passed, Initiative 59 would allow physi-
cians to tcU their seriously-ill patients to use 
marijuana to alleviate their pain. Under 
the initiative, seriously-ill patients would be 
' 
allowed· to organize non-profit corpora-
tions to cultivate, purchase and distribute 
marijuana exclusively for medicinal pur-
poses. 
The insertion oflanguage in the initiative 
allowing seriously-ill patients to form such 
non-profit corporations virtually kills crit-
ics' argument that patients would be forced 
to buy their marijuana, or medicine, from 
street vendors. · 
Proponents charge that not allowing seri-
ously-ill patients to use marijuana to alle-
viate their pain violates their human rights. 
''11 is one of the most heartless laws on the 
books," said Chuck Thomas, director of 
communications for the Marijuana Policy 
Project. 
Thomas said he believed that no one 
should be jai led for smoking marijuana, and 
that the use of marijuana for medicinal 
purposes is already legal in California and 
is gaining support nationwide. 
In 1997, an ABC News/Discovery News 
poll found that 69 percent of Americans 
were in support of legalizing marijuana 
for medicinal purposes. 
Still, there are those who are vehemently 
( 
against any legislation legalizing marijua-
na. 
Take Rashida Harrington. 
"I have grown up believing that marijua-
na is a harmful drug, for whatever its pur-
poses," said the senior joumalism major. 
"For me to believe that people should not 
go to jail for possessing an illegal substance 
would take a lot of convincing." 
• 
• 
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By IRA PORTER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The pageant held to determine the next Mr. and Miss 
Howard University wasn't the only pageant held on 
campus last week. The first ever Mr. Drew and Miss 
Quad pageant also was held last week; it took place 
Thursday in the School of Architecture's auditorium. 
The titles of Mr. Drew and Miss Quad went, respec-
tively, to freshmen Olutison Burrell and Aalyiyah 
Smalls. 
Jay-Z's "Hard Knock Life" embraced the packed 
auditorium as heads moved in unison to its beat. The 
song played for the duration of the introduction of the 
17 contestants. As Burrell walked out in a black suit, 
screams rang out from the crowd and the chant "Drew 
Hall" followed. Miss Quad was also greeted with 
screams as she sashayed down the aisle. 
Shortly after the introduction of contestants, Aratus 
Jenkins, the Master of Ceremonies, announced that it 
was time for the talent showcase. Burrell recited a poem 
he wrote entitled, "Masterpiece." Burrell said he chose 
the poem because it was his favorite and most recent 
poem. He also said he wanted to dedicate something 
to the ladies in the crowd. 
"It's basically for all my black women out there," said 
Burrell, an English major from Washington D.C. 
Second runner-up for Mr. Drew, Ira Harlem, dazzled 
the crowd with a song entitled "No Weapons" that he 
played on his saxophone. Harlem dedicated the song 
to his grandmother. Second runner up for Miss Quad, 
Aurellia Anderson, captured the crowd with her poem 
"If I Became." 
At the end of the night, Mr. Drew and Miss Quad were 
crowned. Smalls said she didn't feel she would win. 
"I definitely didn't expect to win," said Smalls. 
"Everybody did so nice." 
Smalls appreciates her friends for helping her get pre-
pared for the pageant. "I'm grateful; it took a lot to get 
prepared for this," she said. Besides the long hours of 
preparation, Smalls said she had fun. "I was just glad 
to meet new people and hang out with them," she said. 
Burrell said he enjoyed the time preparing for the 
show. "I had such a tight bond with the other contes-
tants, I feel undeserving," he said. 
Even so, Burrell said he was satisfied with his per-
formance. 
"I've done poetry readings before, but it was differ-
ent this time because I was competing .. .! was confident 
in my talent," he said. Howard University Student 
Association president Neville Welch, who was a judge 
for the pageant, believed it turned out well. "It was a 
great assembly of beautiful talent," he said. "I enjoyed 
every moment of it. I was very pleased with the privi-
lege to be here." 
• USIC, 
Photo by Eric Hall 
The titles of Mr. Drew and Miss Quad went to freshmen Olutison Burrell(left) and Aalyiyah Smalls (right). 
Bison Apparel, Gift Shop oves to Georgia Avenue 
SHOP from Al 
•gle Book Store will be moved to the old Howard Hotel, 
and a coffee shop will be placed inside the store, said 
Thomas Elzy, vice president for business and fiscal 
affairs. 
'The new [Howard Hotel] store will be on a Barns and 
Noble-type of set-up," Elzey said. 
For years, many students have complained about the 
scant amount of space in the book stores. Now, with 
the opening of the Georgia Avenue store, managers can 
better present merchandise to customers, said Donna 
Morris-Powell, the shop's manager. 
'This is the best idea since Wonder Plaza came into 
existence," said Marian Waddy-Baucum, a staff mem-
ber of Information Systems And Services, which shares 
the Wonder Plaza building with the new store. 
"I really think the opening of the Bison Shop is good, 
so I came down to support it," said William V. Keene, 
assistant to the vice president of student affairs. 
Many Administrators at Wednesday's opening said 
they hoped the shop would not only increase revenue 
for the University, but help bolster the University's 
presence in the community, too. 
The new store, some administrators said, will help 
bring the University off "The Hill." 
Students and faculty members began gathering outside 
the Bison Shop shortly after 11 :00 a.m. Wednesday, 
attracted mostly by curiosity. 
In celebration of the Georgia 
Avenue store's opening, man-
agers offered a IS-percent dis-
count on all merchandise to the 
store's patrons. Q: , 
"I'm working with the vendors to 
try to have specials that go beyond 
homecoming," Clinton said. "I 
hope that the new shop will be a 
fun place to hang out and shop." 
_ Photo by Eric Hall 
The new store will help bring the University off the Hill, administrators say. 
District Residents Debate Clinton-Lewinsky Scandal 
SCANDAL.from Al 
But recent polls show the debate is often one-sided, 
with many District residents saying the president 
should remain in office for the rest of his second term. 
"Clinton and his cabinet are doing a good job," she 
said. "The Monica Lewinsky controversy shouldn't 
limit his term in office. 
ried and it's not the first time." 
"I don't think his personal life has an effect on how 
he runs the country," Johnson said. "Cheating on his 
wife may be grounds for divorce, but not impeach-
ment." 
"I think this is something of a minor infraction," said 
Colin Touhey as he stood outside the entrance of the 
University of the District of Columbia, clutching his 
newspaper. 
Touhey said the American public should examine 
Clinton's domestic and foreign policies, instead of plac-
ing a magnifying glass over his personal life. 
"If I was involved in an extramarital affair I would 
lie about it, too. It doesn't have anything to do with run-
ning the country," Mclean said. "If Clinton were trad-
ing arms like Reagan, or doing the things Nixon did, 
he should be impeached." 
Rodido Guron, a 37-year-old NW Washington but-
ler, said sometimes withholding the truth is necessary. 
"He lied because he was probably scared of his wife 
finding out," he said. "Sometimes lying to your part-
ner or spouse is a part of love." 
Touhey said the president's affair with Lewinsky 
does not warrant Republican-led efforts to impeach 
him. Johnson isn't the only resident talking about the Clinton scandal. 
From the cornerside barbershops, to the region's 
cafeteria's and churches, average citizens have done 
away with their usual apolitical gossip and taken up the 
Clinton controversy. 
American University graduate Anne Mclean agreed. 
McLean said the nation has seen better days, but she 
is satisfied with the Clinton Administration's perfor-
mance. 
For Hope Cao, a hotdog vendor in the Van Ness area 
for the past 17 years, said she has been deeply disturbed 
by the president's behavior. 
"I have a picture of Kenneth Starr and Monica Lewin-
sky and I'm going to put it up here on my stand," she 
said, shaking her index finger. "He is a liar, he ' s mar-
"I sincerely think the guy has an addiction, just like 
alcoholics and drug addicts," he said. "I feel he can be 
followed as a leader only if he deals with his problem." 
• 
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS 
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC 
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN 
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Clinic for the summer. 
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint 
Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital. 
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a four year 
baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient care 
experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting. 
Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital Recognition Status 
for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American Nurses 
Credentialing Center. 
Application Deadline: December 1, 1998. 
For more information contact: 
ma o Mayo Clinic & Hospitals Summer Ill Program • Human Resources 
Ozmun East-3rd floor • 200 first Street SW 
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 
1-800-562-7984 
Mayo foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer. 
A smoke-free institution. 
I 
Spear,Leeds & Kellogg 
We will be on campus Thursday, November 12 
Sign up now for an interview at 
the career services office. 
We are one of the leading Wall Street Financial 
Services firms (largest NYSE and AMEX Specialist 
firm and NASDAQ market-maker). 
We are looking for talented individuals for our TRAD-
ER TRAINING PROGRAM, CLEARING SERVICES and 
TRADING GROUPS. We offer a COMPETITIVE salary 
and EXCELLENT BENEFITS PACKAGE, including 
BONUS AND PROFIT. SHARING. Interested parties can 
also fax/mail resumes to: 
Fernando Casadevall, HR Generalist 
Spear, Leeds & Kellogg 
120 Broadway, 7th Floor 
New York, NY 10271 
Fax (212) 433-7490 
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer by choice regardless of 
race, religion, age, sex, national origin or disability. 
Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program 
. ..t\?~·0·-:1\ provides the education and skills you will need 
#(~ W.w· to be a competent critical care nurse. The 
-~~;t1;;::;'.,... program is designed for professional nurses 
~-~lt ... r/)# who are entering critical care nursing. 
·-·~t$ f.:::,f;d)'' 
•·••.·.❖n-•>>C•' 
N•"•"• l -,::;, ... ,,, . 
·, ·.<· . ;-.,$.::: .. ~\-
Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program is 
offered annually or semi-annually by the Mayo 
Department of Nursing. The program includes 
two phases: J;;~;I~Jr.,, .. 
:a dc:,:::1:t::;,. ---- Phase I - An initial placement in a paid 
midIB:mr;;;, position on a medical/surgical patient care 
1;;\~ft unit in a Mayo hospital for one year. 
;:,-:::,;,,: &;;~!$ 
k::c., ·½lli,, 
~ ,,,,, dihrn::::,,:,,,,, 
,=f/t ]:'\:: 
-:,:c:,:,,,,;....·· .. ,:>:> 
Phase II - A tuition-free 12 week paid 
internship divided into two parts: Classroom 
Sessions, Skills Laboratories and Advanced 
Cardiac Life Support (96 hours/15.5 days). 
Clinical Specialty Assignment with a 
Preceptor (12 weeks). 
. ,,,. . 
Critical care at Mayo Clinic will expose yo.:.1:0 
oportunitites and ex.=riences that cannot;N;·, p ,---• ------ . 
replic.: ted. Mayo has more than 170 criti<:a,l · _ ·.. ; .. ; 
.¢6I'e •·~s• ()l"t·· tp•••t:l'itici.al•·•Ca're••·l.Jlil-t$~•••nt~~€fa,¾;51!i!l!i:m:mt!!!igrn 
stepdown beds, and an Emergency /Trauma .-; .. ·; _; 
Unit, which is a designated Level I regional ------&W trauma !'.:enter. The application deadline is · 
.L,,, February :I., 1999 with program start date of 
-t July 1999. 
:1-:lli:UW_ · ·-
~ 
Mayo Cllnlc & Hospltals 
Human Resources 
On nun East-1&t Floor/ 200 First Street.-SW : 
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 ' -, . . , · 
1-800--562-7984 ' - :' --
''"'"'''''':,,n:,,"':,,,:,""'''''""' -· · 'i<?f'' , , . 
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Tuins Receive Combined 44-year Sentence 
SENTENCE.from Al 
the lawyers. 
''They (the lawyers) were relaxed with the case," she 
said. ''They fell asleep during the trial.'' 
The brothers graduated from the University May of 
1998, each earning a degree in political science. They 
attended Howard for seven years, five of which, were 
on a part-ti me basis. 
Lawrence and Lamont Garrison were arrested on 
April 8 of this year from Northeast Washington home. 
As they slept in their living room, agents from the FBI 
and the Metropolitan Police Department stormed in19 
their borne-without warrant, Karen Garrison claims-
searched, and then arrested the Garrison twins. 
According to Karen Garrison, the home was searched 
without a search warrant and nothing was found in the 
house to link her sons to any crimes. 
The young men posted bail with a $20,000 bond and 
were released. On May 9, the twins marched during the 
graduation service on The Yard. 
They were sentenced in June. 
Lamont Garrison now faces jail time of 19-to-24 and 
a half years, while Lawrence Garrison faces 15-to-19 
and a half years. According to Virginia law, 85 percent 
of jail time must be served before inmates can be eli-
gible for parole. 
Karen Garrison, 45, says she is prepared to fight to 
appeal the judge's ruling. 
'They need to have this situation made public, 
because they are poor, innocent black men who arc 
fighting to regain a normal life:• she said. 
The push to'win the Garrison twin's freedom has won 
the support o( several members of the Howard Uni-
versity community. 
'A lvin Thornton, chairman of the political science 
department, has publicly offered his support for the 
Garrison brothers, whom he has known for five years. 
This summer, Thorton wrote a leller for and testified 
in court in support of the brothers. 
''There is nothing about them that suggests they 
would be involved," Tbonnon said in an interview 
Tuesday. " It still completely shocks me that they were 
found guilty," he said, adding he felt that similar situ-
ations are ao escalating problem for the black com-
munity. 
''The incarceration of black males is at an over-
whelmingly hlgh number," he said. "Young black men 
arc being caught up in the justice system. "It is the most 
serious issue facing our community. When you see 
them, it puts a real face on the crisis." 
Students Say Pageant Ran Smoothly, Quickly 
PAGEt\NT,/rom Al 
alumni who work i.n their particular field. 
"Howard students should be able to meet with alum-
ni in their field," May said. 
In the talent competition, Jibunoh performed a self-
written monologue cal led '.'Who am I? I Am:' In the 
talent segment of her competition, May performed a 
dance routine. May said that in the nine years she has 
studied dance, she has been trained in modern dance, 
jazz and ballet. 
Jibunob and May began preparing for their school 
pageants in early September. Both said the hard work 
was worth the outcome, and that they look forward to 
the experience over the next year. 
"II was very interesting experience that I wou)d 
encourage anyone to do-all it takes is dedication," 
Jibunoh said. 
"I think the role of Miss Howard is very simple: It is 
to maintain the legacy of Howard University," said 
May. "In order to maintain a legacy, it takes student 
leaders to uphold that legacy." 
First runners-up for the pageant were Mr. Arts and 
Sciences and Miss Graduare School of Arts and Sci-
ences, Myyucca Sherman and Omorosa Manigualt. 
Second runners-up were Mr. School of Education, 
Brandon Neal and Miss Arts and Sciences, Nicholl 
Rolle. 
Desiree Simmons, a sophomore Arts and Sciences 
student, said she enjoyed the pageant and found it bet-
ter than the previous year's pageant. 
"The pageant was quick this year, instead of running 
all night like last year's:' Simmons sa.id. 'The show ran 
smoothly and remained entreating throughout the 
whole thing." 
Steven Claiborne, a junior musical theater major, and 
Isa Williams, a senior mathematics major, were the co-
coordinators of !his year's pageant entitled ''Continu-
ing the Legacy." 
"We worked 10 bring a show that dido ·1 run all 
night- we wanted to keep it simple," Claiborne said. 
"When you think too big, it makes things complicat-
ed. We wanted it simple yet elegant and efficient." 
If.RARY .\.ND S.:Ht )ll • I> 
Th 'I' I GAME; ~ l tl) 
Attenti·on All HoUJardites: 
Join in the celebration of 
HoUJ·ard University's Fa111ily 
Reunion'98: ✓✓Shifting 
Sands'' on 
. , October 31st at 
Barn as the HU ShoUJtirne 
Marching Band, student 
organizations, community 
associations, and .many more 
march in the 1998 
Homecoming Parade_. B.e 
sure to look for the Blue & 
White marked route. 
T HE HILI,TOP 
~ot ~reat 
~tuaent 
(l~l) ~~1-ij~ll 
2401 PeonS')tlania A,enue1 Su~e G 
.Jvj 
STA TRAVEL 
W~Ye Ileen t~ere, 
soo~ 1011 ncms ~HI~[ 
www.statravel.com 
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G R AND OPENING 
NIKE FACTORY STORE 
OCTOBER 31ST 
Authentic Nike. Leesburg Corner Premium Outlets . 241 Fort E i i i l vans Road NE. 703·771-3060. 
the 
---
"An opportunity to 
work with the 
community like,_ no 
other.'' 
r 
. ~ 
Beginning Spring 1999, the Community 'Development Leadership Program 
at Howard University is offering six intensive internship opportunities for, 
outstanding undergraduate students. Interns will work 15 hours a week in 
the Spring semester and full-time for two months in the Summer at a 
Community Development Corporation (CDC) in the District of Columbia. 
Students selected for the internships receive a $5,600 stipend from the 
Community Development Leadership Program and undergraduate course 
credit in political science. For more information and an internship 
application, contact: 
Dr. Marilyn Lashley 
Community Development Leadership Program 
· 1999 Internships 
Center for Urban Progress at Howard University 
2006 Georgia A venue NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-806-9558 
hucupr@aol.com 
Application Deadline November 13, 1998 
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THE CITY 
Domestic Violence Awareness Enlightens Many 
By ALON WASHJNGTON 
Hi/top Staff Writer 
In recognition of Domestic Vio-
lence Awareness Month, Ameri-
can University held a conference 
for teenage girls. The Owning Up 
conference, gave gids between the 
ages of l 3 and 18, a chance to 
attend lectures on issues such as 
sexuality, self-defense and beauty. 
Also, featured at the conference 
was the Clothesline Project, a dis-
play of T-shirts designed by sur-
vivors of domestic abuse. 
At the American University con-
ference, one T-shirt read "For aU 
girls who have experienced what I 
did- I Jove you. I am a survivor of 
incest, gang rape and rape!' Anoth-
er one read, "Don't be in a rush to 
bush! Be brave and not afraid. TeU 
· a friend and it shall soon come to 
an end." The T-shirts were created 
by young girls, all victinµzed by 
domestic violence. 
'The T-shirts move me to tears,'' 
said Judith Cotter, a volunteer for 
the T-shirt display. "There have 
been a great deal of students stop-
ping to read the T-shirts. I'm glad 
that sexual abuse is finally corning 
to ljght. We need to talk and think 
about thfa in order to conquer the 
problem." 
The project bas been displayed 
every week since the beginning of 
October. Each week T-shirts, pro-
moting awareness of sexual abuse 
such as rape and incest, are hung on 
clotheslines. The clotheslines have 
beeo displayed at seven locations, 
including Howard University and 
the· Department of Health and 
Human Services. 
Seventy young women attended 
the semfoars on Saturday. "The 
seminars gave me a self-confidence 
that I thought I never bad," said 
attendant Kimberly Perrotta, a 
freshman at American University. 
The T-shirt project was started in 
Cape Cod, MA, by a group of 
women who wanted to create a 
tribute to victims and survivors of 
their community. They hung a 
clothesline of shirts and created a 
visual display of the statistics of 
violence against women. Today, 
there are more than 250 local 
clotheslines across the United 
States. 
The T-shirts are color-coded for 
various cases of sexual abuse. The 
colors that represent the most 
severe cases are whlte, yeUow and 
beige. The white T-shirts stand for 
women who have ilied of violence. 
The yellow and beige represent 
women who have been battered or 
assaulted. By creating and display-
ing shirts, The D.C. Clothesline 
Project brings the issue of violence 
against women into the public eye. 
Domestic Violence Awareness 
Month is sponsored by My Sister's 
Place, a shelter for battered women 
and chlldren, and The Empower 
Program, a gender violence pre-
vention organization. 
'The Empower Program teaches 
teenage girls self-defense. We try to 
help prevent young girls from 
putting themselves in demanding 
situations. We now also work with 
young boys. We teach them to view 
women with the utmost respect. 
Afterall, the boys arc the ones who 
are committing the crimes," said 
Antione Jeter, a student worker at 
the Empower Program. 
My Sister's Place is currently 
looking for volunteers to work their 
hotline. The next training session 
wiU be in January. 
On Oct. 3 l, there will be an all-
day clothesline project display in 
Dupont Circle. 
\ l '<-~""' ' f'l(I • ... t f, . + 
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File Photo 
The Clothesline Project will be on display Oc1. 31 in Dupont circle. 
For Sisters Only Conference 
Exhibits Beauty, Music 
Haiti's Political Crisis,the Effect 
By JAMYE E. SPILLER 
Hilltop Sta.If Writer 
The second arumal For Sisters Only confer-
ence on Oct. 24-25, celebrated the beauty of the 
black women in au forms. Sponsored by radio 
stations WPGC 95.5 and Heaven 1580 AM, it 
was held at lhe Washington Convention Cen-
ter. It.exhibited beauty, music and information 
that black women could appreciate. 
Exhausted on a couch with one shoe on and 
one shoe off, one leg draped across the side of 
her couch, with shocboxes and shopping bags 
littering the floor beneath her. This was a 
painting of a black woman at her hardest. It was 
just one of the mru,y paintings on ilisplay at the 
numerous black art booths at the conference. 
In another painting. four women in. a hair 
salon are all sitting under hair chyers. One read-
ing a magazine, one dozing off, another check-
ing her hair to see if it is dry while the last 
engages her in conversation. The bonding that 
women share through beauty was also recog-
nized and presented by Dudley Cosmetics. 
The company promoted their new cosmetic line 
at prices. There were haircare products from 
Dudley available ljl half prices and below. 
Nail shops provided nail services to female 
patrons and hair salons chose people from the 
crowd to demonstrate their latest hairstyles. 
To give pertinent information, Planned Par-
enthood discussed issues of pregnancy at their 
booth, while Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
informed the public about insurance at theirs. 
Gizele Johnson of Arlington, Va enjoyed the 
conference. but expressed that the problems of 
importantance to black mothers were not dealt 
with. 'The exhibits were very informative and 
very good, but there was not a lot of informa-
tion on chlldcare for younger kids," Johnson 
said. 
E. Lynn Harris, author of If This World Were 
Mine was present to sign copies of his book. 
and be also did a question-and-answer session 
attendees of his session. 
WPGC brought to the stage such acts as Ger-
ald Levert, Kelli Price, Mya and Total. 
On Sunday, NEXT ignited the crowd from 
behind a stage with a three-part acappclla har-
mony before they made their entrance onto the 
stage. They performed some of the hits from 
their CD such as Too Close, Stop, Drop, and 
Roll and Butta Love. With choreographed 
dance steps, the trio mystified the crowd with 
their bursts of energy and ability to keep the 
crowd involved. 
The female group, Total, came out and per-
formed some of the songs from their last album 
and then performed the new release from their 
latest CD. Producer Missy EIUot suprised the 
crowd by making a guest appearance and per-
forming with the group . . 
Thresa Campbell of Woodbridge, Va. summed 
up her For Sisters Only experience. "I wasn't 
going to come at first, until a friend convinced 
me to come. They covered everything and I 
will definitely be back next year," she said. 
SAM MANUEL 
By VENEICE G. SMITH 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The current political crisis in 
Haiti has numbed the fight against 
poverty. 
Haiti's economic progress has 
come to a screeching halt with the 
step down of prime minister Rosny 
Smarth in June, 1997 which has 
made the Republiquc d' Haiti 
unable to function. 
President Rene Garcia Preval, 
elected by an 88-pcrcent landslide 
in February of 
1996, now has no control over the 
economic advancement of Haiti, a 
country that is plagued with 75 
percentofit's6,61 1,407 population 
faced with sever poverty. 
After three failed attempts to 
instate a new prime minister Pres-
iden t Preva l has proposed yet 
another prime minister- Jacques 
Edward Alexis. The I-taitian min-
isterial cabinet is currently in the 
process of accepting or 
denying President Preval's prime 
minister proposal. 
According to Marx Vilaire Aris-
tide, a research economist and 
alumni of Howard Univers ity's 
Graduate school, "Parliament is 
dragging its feet with the decision, 
it has been more tha n three 
months," Aristide passionately 
stated his concern for his home 
country. He said, with the prime 
minister seat vacant stability is not 
possible. It is important that what-
ever foreign aid sent to Haiti is 
administered properly, this cannot 
happen if there is no poli tical 
progress. 
The political crisis has caused 
every sector of the Haitian econo-
my to suffer. The educational sys-
tem, the job market, health care, 
MAYORIAL 
CANDIDATES Par ty: Socialist Workers Education : Georgia State University 
ALPHA BROWN 
Party: Independent 
Education: Anticipates graduating in May 1999 from Wesley Theo-
logical Seminary with a Doctor of Ministry degree 
Occupation: Senior Minister at Brightwood Park United Methodist 
Church; Adjunct assistant professor at Geaorge Washington Unjversity 
School of Public Health and Health Sciences 
Civic Activities: Community activist; co-founded Baltimore House of 
Ruth; founded 'Cause Children Count Coalition. 
ALBERT CECCONE 
Party: Independent 
Education: Attended Montgomery College, Graduate of Realtors 
Institute. 
Occupation: Self-employed real estate broker, investor and developer 
Civic Activities: Founding member of the Silver Spring Multiple Scle-
rosis Committee; Boys and Girls Club and YMCA; fundraiser for Holy 
Cross Hospital Expansion Committee 
FAITH 
Party: Independent . 
Education: New York University, Columbia University 
Occupation: Arts coorilinator, performing artist in theater, film, con-
cert and cabaret 
Civic Activities: Chair of Steering Committee for Statehood Com-
mission; member Stand up for Democracy, Democracy for America's Cap-
ital; Washitonians for the LegaJjzation of Mariju'ana for Medical Treat-
ment Initiative 59 
JOHN GLOSTER 
Patty: Jndependent 
Education: B.A.; currently in law school, Georgetown Evening Pro-
gram 
Occupation: Financial planner for the Advisors Group 
Occupation: Railroad Conductor for Conrail Corp. 
Civic Activities: Member of United Transpotation Union; active sup-
porter of black farmers' lawsuit against discrimination by the Dept. of 
Agriculture 
BRIAN P. MOORE 
Party: Independent 
Education: B.A., M.P.A., Arizona State University 
Occupation: Executive Director, Bradford Executives International 
Civic Activities: DC Fedl)ration vice president citywide; ANC com-
missioner, vice chairman; Peace Corps volunteer in Latin America 
CAROL SCHWARTZ 
Party: Republican • 
Education: B.S., University ofTuxas at Austin 
Occupation: At-large member, DC Council 
Elected Offices: Whitman-Walker Clinic; Washington Hebrew Con-
gregation; Metropolitan Police Boys and Girls Club 
ANTHONY A. WILLIAMS 
Party: Democrat 
Education: B.A., Yale; M.A., Kennedy School of Government; J.D., 
Harvard Law School 
Occupation: Former chief financial officer of the District of Columbia 
Elected Offices: Association of Government Accountants; first chief 
financial,officaer for teh US Department of Agriculture; U.S. Air Force 
telecommunications, electricity, 
and more. aU have suffered tremen-
dously with the current political up 
roar. 
Marc Fred St. Sauveur, senior 
economics major and Howard Uni-
versity·s President of the Haitian 
Student Association, said Haiti is 
now in dyer need of a socio-eco-
. nomic pact made by the govern-
men t to conduct a scheme for 
change. Perhaps more privatiza-
tion to be the catalyst to force 
competition in the failing indus-
try, forcing more foreign invest-
ment and Haitian employment. 
This explosive scheme for change 
will effect the current educational 
system, the job market and health 
care. St. Sauveur said, "there is not 
an educational system that fits our 
needs, and puts us in the path to 
change the country. We are not 
building a generation to rebuild 
Haiti." Elitist families send there 
children to Europe and the U.S. for 
an 
education. 
However, the unfortunate young 
scholars in Haiti are unable to con-
tinue their education on the uni-
versity level at home or abroad due 
to their economic status. Even 
after passing the ''Bacca Jaureat," 
an exam that determines whether 
high school students can go on to 
the university level of education 
after high school, thousands of stu-
dents are unable to further their 
education. The youth cannot even 
work a trade job because there are 
no jobs. 
Foreign investors are reluctant to 
invest in Haiti solely because of it's 
unstable government. Without for-
eign investment there are no new 
businesses, no new business means 
no new jobs. The Haitian job mar-
ket is stagnant, educational 
advancement is virtually impossi-
ble for the poor. which make up 
over 70 percent of the population. 
The illiteracy rate is 
approximately 65 percent. 
Hurricane George is estimated by 
Fred Joseph, Minister of Finance 
and Economics, to have made $300 
million in agricu ltural damages to 
Haiti. 
However. Haiti received $12mil-
lion, S300,000 and $100,000 in 
foreign aid relief from the U.S., 
Tuiwan. and the UN Development 
Program after Hurricane George. 
The foreign aid money cannot be 
properly ilispersed within Haiti if 
there is not a functioning govern-
ment. 
Because of this, the hundreds 
reported dead as a direct result of 
Hurricane 
George will triple. Many crops 
were destroyed so people will 
starve, the 
health care system is stagnant so 
disease will be rampant. 
St. Sauveur made the comment 
that his fellow Haitians are faced 
with "a critical way of life in a cru-
cial time." According to the Unjt-
ed Nations 
Human Development lndeHaiti, 
with it's rich history and beautiful 
l~nd. is ranked "the poorest nation 
in the hemisphere." 
Leslie Ann Toney, president of 
the Howard University Caribbean 
Student Association stated this on 
the political issue in Haiti and it's 
affect on the demography. "From 
the political and economic crisis 
the lower class will suffer." 
Haiti is suffering and wiU con-
tinue to suffer until there is some 
remedy to the political crisis. 
CITY COUNCIL WARD 1 
CANDIDATES 
NIK EAMES 
Party: Umoja 
Education: Senior in chemic;al engineering at Howard University 
Occupation: Student 
Civic Activities: Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner (I B04); tutor, 
Garnet-Patterson Middle School; volunteer coordinator for Heritage Hall, 
Clinton/Gore Presidential lgnauguration 
JIM GRAHAM 
Party: Democrat 
• 
Education: B.A., Michigan State University; J.D., Michigan Law 
School; LLM, Georgetown University Law Centec 
Occupation: Executive director, Whitman-Walker Clinic 
Civic Activities: Board of Directors, DC Public Benefits Corp; six years 
with Sen. Abraham R.ibicoff (D-COnn.); law clerk, former chief justice 
Earl Warren 
SCOTT McLarty 
Party: Green 
Education: B.A., Yale University; unfinished doctoral work, Univer-
sity of Cincinnati 
Occupation: Office worker at Lend Lease Real Estate Investment 
Civic Activities: Emergency COmm.ittee to save Rent Control; Wash-
ington Peace Center; Mount Pleasant temporary recycling pick-up 
BEVERLY J. WILBOURN 
Party: Independent 
Education: JD, Georgetown University Law Center; BS, Ohio State 
University 
Occupation: Business lawyer, principal Curry & Wilbourn,.P.L.L.P. 
Civic Activities: Co-chair- DC BAr; New Endeavors for Women, tran-
sitional housing for formerly homeless women; Vice president, Young 
Women's Mentorship 
T HE HiLLTOI' 
Howard University 
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences 
to Host 
ANNI -.:.....,ARY 
·C 10MMEMORATIVE 
<GALA 
Proceeds Will Benefit 
an Endowment Fund 
for 
Doctoral Student Research 
through 
Corporate, President's Club, 
School/Department Patron, 
Sponsor, 
and General Contributions 
Honoring Distinguished Ph.D. Alumni 
and Most Productive Ph.D. Faculty M entors 
Special Tribute to First Ph.D. Alumni: 
Harold Delaney, Ph.D. '58, Department of Chemistry 
Bibhuti Mazumder, Ph.D. '58, Department of Chemistry 
November 6, 1998 
Grand Hyatt Washington 
Independence Ballroom 
1000 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
Reception 6:30 p.m. 
Dinner 7:30 p.tn. 
Dancing to Follow 
Celebrating 40 Years of Leadership in Doctoral Education 
For more lnformatlon. call (202) K06-6R00 
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t 
Presents 
The exclusive HU Homecoming Weekend 
Reggae, Soca,' IDp-Hop 8 Go-Go ~ 
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Free Shuttle from Meridian, Towers and.Bethune Annex every half hour, starting at 10 pm. 
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HOMECOMING @ HOME 
OCTOBER 31st GAME DAY DETAILS 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31ST EVENTS 
9:30 am 
8:00 am 
10:00 am 
12:00 pm 
12:00 pm 
12:00 pm 
2-5 pm 
Bison Foundation Breakfast, Blackbum 
Homecoming Parade 
Founders Walk Breakfast, Howard Hall 
Bison Roundup, Greene Stadium 
Football Game H.U. vs. Norfolk 
State Spartans, Greene Stadium 
Virtual Game on the Yard 
Postgame Cultural Festival on the Yard 
ACCESS & PARKING 
Georgia Avenue will be closed at 6:00 am from 
Harvard Street to W Street on Saturday, October 
31st. No one will be allowed to park in this section of 
Georgia Avenue or on Sixth Street, Howard Place, 
Girard Street, Fairmont Street, and College Street. 
Parking Is limited. Reserved parking is designated 
on the Mackey, . Downing, Miner, Business, Burr, 
Upper Georgia Avenue, Greene Stadium, and Drew 
Lots. Ali other lots are on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. H.U. hangtags will not be in effect except on 
the Johnson Lot. 
Stre 
TICKETS 
• Game Day Ticket Booth Locations 
Ticket sales booths will be located on Georgia Avenue 
at Fairmont Street and at Howard Place. Greene 
Stadium tickets are $15.00 for general admission and 
$25.00 for reserved seating. YOU MUST HAVE A 
TICKET TO ACCESS THE GAME IN GREENE 
STADIUM. 
***STUDENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO 
HAVE THEIR STUDENT 1.D. CARDS AND 
A GAME TICKET TO ENTER THE 
GAME.*** 
Will-Cali, visiting team and phone charge tickets will 
be available at the Girard Street booth. 
THE JUMBOTRON TELECAST OF THE GAME IS 
FREE, HOWEVER, YOU MUST HAVE A TICKET, 
STUDENT 1.0. OR ALUMNI POSTCARD TO ENTER 
THE YARD. 
TRANSPORTATION 
• Metro Shuttle Services 
Shuttle service will be provided to two Metro subway 
stations: 
• Shaw/Howard University Subway stop (Green/ 
Yellow line) will run from 8:00 am to 12:00 am every 
1 0 minut~s. The drop-off point is Euclid and Georgia 
Avenue. 
• U Street Subway Stop will run from 8:00 am 
and 6:00 pm. There will be no service from this 
location after 6:00 p.m. 
• Additional Shuttles 
Additional shuttles will run between Meridian Hill Hali 
and main campus from 9:00 am to 1 :30 am. 
HOMECOMING PARADE 
The homecoming parade will leave from the Founders 
Library area at approximately 8:00 am on Saturday 
(See the parade route below). 
RP RESERVED PARKING 
BY PERMIT ONLY 
P GENERAL PARKING 
@ TICKET SALES BOOTH 
@) WILLCALL, PHONE 
CHARGE & VISITING 
TEAM TICKETS 
Student Access with 
'l'~ •. Ticket and I.D. 
A ACCESS POINT 
• STREET CLOSED 
~~ 
·~ 
C: 
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[ · ~ 
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Eye on the Diaspora: 
News from Around the Globe 
AFRICA make us look like clowns, idiots in fur hats," said one 
Guinea-Bissau 
The Senegalese newspaper, Wal Fadjri reports that 
fighting has resumed in Guinea Bissau, where Ille town 
of Bafata has been ravaged. The town's fall is seen as 
"a major setback for government soldiers and their 
allies from Guinea which had sent hundreds of 
troops," according to Ille newspaper. • 
Observeis fear that without any decisive regional sup-
port, soldiers will have to defend Bissau for the sur• 
viva! of a president under heavy pressure or think of 
surrendering. Nothing more." · 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Rumors are flying that former president under South 
1\.frica apartheid 
government, F.W. De Klerk may be planning to take 
legal action against the Truth and Reconciliation Com• 
mission in order to block the release of information 
linking him to bombings that took place before be left 
office. 
BBC Correspondent Greg Barrow says de Klerk is 
worried that the report ·'will expose the extent to 
wmch white politicians collaborated in concealing 
their knowledge of state-sponsored action against 
,members of the black liberation stn1ggle." Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission officials have long expect· 
ed the auack. as earlier this _year they issued approx• 
irnately 200 letters indicating the results of their find• 
ings and the names that were implicated. These notices 
were sent 10 both white and black politicians, as well 
as activists and black liberation struggle supporters. 
(!'he report will apparently include some of the 
responses to those leuers. 
NORTH AMERICA 
Washington, D.C. 
Last weekend, African diplomats galhered at the U.S. 
fapitol to claim Africa's share of global prosperity. 
according to PANA Correspondent Jerome Huie. He 
eported lhat the chainnan of the World Bank/lnter-
national Monetary Fund Africa Club, Sidi Jammeh, 
threw the challenge in Washington D.C., during tl1e 
club's first Africa Day Business Forum. Jammeh said 
the forum was 
only the beginning of efforts to expose Africa to the 
opportunities in the world. The WB/IMF•Africa club. 
an association of African staff of the World Bank and 
the IMF, organized the four-day forum wmch com• 
menced on Oct. 22. Jammeb pointed out that Africa 
must make all efforts to crack the U.S. market wmch. 
be said, is the largest in the world for goods and invest· 
fent capital. More than 600 private entrepreneurs rep• 
resenting various economic sectors from Africa attend• 
ed this first Africa Day Business Forum. 
Long Beach, Calif. 
The mao who murdered Motown singer Marvin 
Gaye, ms father Marvin Gay, Sr., died recently after 
developing pneumonia. The former pastor of Wash• 
ingtoo, D.C. Pentecostal church shot his son, 14 years 
ago after a family argument io the Los Angeles home 
they shared. Gay was convicted of voluntary 
manslaughter and a six year sentence, which was SUS• 
pended. Father and son were rumored 10 have had a 
troubled relationsmp prior 10 the shooting, due to the 
celebrated performer's cocaine abuse and alleged 
paraooia, and the 
elder Gay's jealousy over ms 
FORMER SOVIET UNION 
Moscow, Russia 
The Russian Parliament has taken lime out 10 debate 
whether filmmaker's who created the popular 
Armageddon, went too far in their portrayal of Russ• 
ian cosmonauts and the Mir space station. 'They 
Russian moviegoer. Although the Mir bas experi• 
enced several computer breakdowns, a fire and colli• 
sion, parliamentarians complained that the movie por• 
1rayed their space station as "a floating junkyard 
manned by a lonely, half-mad cosmonaut." The Rus• 
siaos have endured countless American movies that 
often portrays the country as the "red menace•· or the 
"Evil Empire•·, especially during the Cold War. Russ• 
ian filmmakers have responded by portraying west• 
erners as violent and greedy. 
SOUTH AMERICA 
Pem 
Thousands of people crowded the city streets of !qui• 
tos to protest the peace deal Peru struck with Ecuador 
this week. resulting in the deaths of at least two peo-
ple. Presidents Alberto Fujimori and Jamil Mahuad of 
Ecuador traveled to Brasilia. Brazil for the mstoric 
signing of the agreement. which establishes the froo• 
tier along the summit of the Condor Mountains. a bi• 
national nature reserve and the occupation of the 
1\vinzta military base in Peru by Ecuador's armed 
forces. 
ASIA-PACIFIC 
Azerbaijan 
President Heydey Aliev has been accused of rigging 
the country's recent elections held earlier th.is month 
by thousands of opposition supporters. 
Supporters of opposition candidate Eitbar Mamme• 
dov, including former Head of State, Abulfaz Ecmbey, 
marched to the Supreme Court calling for new elec• 
tions. Ocmoostra1ions continue throughout the city, 
criticizing President Aliev. 
MIDDLE EAST 
Israel 
After last week's signing of an interim peace treaty 
between Israel and Palestine, engineered by Israeli 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netaoyahu and King Hus• 
sein, Palestinian Vassar Arafat, U.S. President Bill 
Clinton, Netanyahu returned borne to face harsh crit• 
ics of the peace deal. Protesters were arrested in the 
West Bank for blocking roads to the territory. The 
agrcemem 
calls for the relinquishing of some land 10 Palestini• 
ans. Some right-wing politicians have even accused the 
prime minister of treason. but Netaoyahu insisted that 
·'he did something good for the state of Israel," in 
auempiing to bring about peace with the Palestinians. 
Arafat returned to the some of the same reception, as 
~'llo fire was exchanged in Ramalah. when a group of 
Palestinians tried 10 steal weapons from Arafat's Fatah 
military faction. 
EUROPE 
United Nations 
Geri Halliwell, formerly known as "Ginger Spice" 
of the immensely popular British pop group, The Spice 
Girls, has been selected 10 serve as a UN Goodwill 
Ambassador. She wil l be promoting women's health, 
choice and safe sex education on behalf of the Unit• 
ed Nations Population Fund. Halliwell 
hopes her fame can be used positively. ·'[fl save one 
person's life, just be awareness, I'm going 10 [exple• 
tive] well do it.'' She has referred to herself 
as the "evangelist of women's empowerment," and 
looks forward to working the UK-based MarieStopes 
International, which is a family planning agency. She 
will help kick off their Face•to•Face campaign wmch 
will •·publicize the lack of access to reproductive 
heallh care and fami ly planning." 
• • Abiola Heyliger 
Exploring Jamaica's 
Heritage,Culture at Howard 
By FELECIA DAYLE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Jan1aican students are the largest international s1Uden1 
body on Howard University's campus. According to 
the Office of International Student Affairs, 194 
Jamaican students enrolled in Howard University. 
However, many students have a vague sense of who 
Jamaicans are and what their culture is about. 
On Oct. 19, the Jamaican embassy held a forum on 
Jamaica's National Heroes at Howard University 
Blackbum Center. The event was attended by inter• 
national students, many of wmch were from Jamaica. 
Palmer Chadlcr, chairman of the Economics Depart· 
ment at Howard University who was al the forum said, 
"Slavery and racism in Jamaica bas disappeared, but 
today there are new opportunities that will lead to new 
heroes.'' 
"That is why we are at Howard, to be new heroes," 
said Daryl McCarteny, a biology student from Jamaica. 
A collection of mstorical data by the Jamaican lnfor• 
mation Service recorded that the preservation of 
Jamaica's national heritage is important because the 
struggles of thier ancestors paved a solid foundation 
for Jamaica's future. 
On Oct. 20. Jamaica celebrated the lives and works 
of its seven historical black leaders. One such leader 
is Marcus Garvey. 
"Garvey's heroism can be summed up in the philos• 
ophy he taught of race pride, the need for African unity 
and self rel iance." said the JIS collections. 
"There are many other heroes such as Marcus Gar• 
vey," said Damion Scott, an engineering major from 
Kingston, Jamaica. "They have made us proud to say 
that we are Jamaican." 
Jamaica is a English speaking Caribbean country. The 
Englistr imported Africans to work on sugar planta• 
tions. In 1962 Jamaica gain its independence from 
Britain. Although the majority of Jamaica's population 
is from African decent, others are oflndian, Chinese, 
European. Lebanese and Jewish dec-ent. Because of 
intermarriage and mixture of all the cultures, Jamaica's 
motto, "Out of Many One People,'' came to be. 
Jamaica is the third largest island that enjoys 80 
degrees and above year-round. The island is 28,389.2 
km2 and is dominated by mountains and beaches. 
"Our natal heroes struggled for our freedom, which 
explain our sense of nationhood," Neil Martin saio. 
Students Push for Sexual 
Orientation Clause at 
University of Missouri 
By MARY NESBIIT 
MU S111de111 News (U. 
Missouri) 
(U-WIRE) COLUM• 
BIA, Mo. - The recent 
death of a gay Un.iversi• 
ty of Wyoming student 
has hit home at MU. 
Since Matthew Shepard 
was whipped with a pis• 
to!, beaten and left tied to 
a fence to die a few 
weeks ago, support for 
gay rights is pouring out 
everywhere. At MU, 
there has been the 
strongest push in years 
to change the exclusion 
of sexual orientation in 
the University of Mis• 
souri system's non-dis-
crimination policy. 
" It is a significant omis,. 
sion," said Kendra Smith 
from the Gay, Lesbian 
and Bisexual Resource 
Center. 
An omission strongly 
felt on the MU campus, 
as proved by the number 
of rallies and protests 
held in the past few 
weeks. On Oct. I 3. a 
vigil in Shepard's honor 
was held, several rallies 
have been held to push 
the addition of the clause, 
and protests were held at 
the Oct. 16 Board of 
Curator's meeting 
because of the omission 
of the clause on the a gen• 
da. Smith feels that sex• 
ual discrimination "is a 
problem for every tom• 
munily." It may be a 
problem here, as well. 
During last year's Gay 
Pride Month, signs 
advertising the even t 
were torn down after 
being hung up for barely 
12 hours. The Hate 
Report, which d0CU· 
ments hate activity on 
campus, says that an 
overwhelming majority 
of those hate crimes are 
aga inst gays and les• 
bians. To find anti-gay 
material, it isn't always 
necessary 10 look far. 
"Take a look at your 
desk next time you are in 
class, or look at the bath• 
room stall: it is all over,'' 
Smith said. 
MU. along with 27 
other major universities. 
Chris Rock 
is an AAU and Research 
One school, making it a 
high-quality university. 
However, out of those 27 
schools, 24 already have 
sexual orientation claus• 
es wriuen into their poli• 
cies, leaving MU seem• 
ingly bemnd. 
For years MU had been 
negotiating the addition 
of the clause. In the late 
1980s, sexual orientation 
was added to t.be policy 
in the UM-Columbia and 
-St. Lou is, but in I 995 it 
was eliminated from 
both. Maurice Manring, 
the manager of media 
relations for the Board of 
Curators, said, "they 
didn' t have the force of 
the law behind them" and 
it oould not be approved 
because the Kansas City 
and Rolla campuses did 
not have it in their poli• 
cies. 
Currently, the policy is 
as follows: "The Univer• 
sity of Missouri-Colum• 
bia docs not discriminate 
on the basis of race. 
color, religion, national 
origin, ancestry, sex, age, 
If you missed Chris Rock's 
Seminar this past October 10, 
you missed a golden opportunity 
to talk with Chris and many 
producers and writers! 
But---it's not too late to get 
involved in the new 
Jlltop Journal ! Students in all 
disability, status as a dis• 
abled veteran or veteran 
of the Vietnam era." 
What the clause would 
do is protect gays and 
lesbians from an act of 
violence, being discrim• 
inated against in any way, 
or being fired from a job 
because of their sexual 
orientation. 
"The school needs to be 
supportive and make a 
safe environment," Smith 
said. 
At the Faculty Council 
meeting on Oct. 22. the 
council reaffirmed an 
April 1997 resolution 
calling for the addition 
of the clause. The next 
step is for MSA to review 
it and vote 10 make it a 
Joim resolution to send 10 
the Board of Curators. 
The clause is tentative• 
ly on the agenda for the 
Board of Curators meet• 
iog on Nov. 13. where 
the Executive Commit• 
tee will discuss it in an 
open forum manner. 
schools and colleges at Howard University are 
encouraged to see Virginia Stewart, Dean's Office, 
School of Communications, (C.B. Powell Bldg, 2nd 
Floor, Room W2-203L), for an application. 
As Chris Rock suggested during the writer's 
seminar, you may want to collaborate with others to 
_perfect your writing assignment entries. 
Contact Ms. Stewart via Fax at 232-8305 to: 
• Partner with other interested students 
• Have Mike Tucker, Bill Barlow, Todd K.liman, 
Vickie Saunders, Bill Duke or Lamont 
Gonzalez critique your entry 
Deadline for Submission of Writing Entries: November 10, 1998 
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Tim Atwo/1 
joined GE in 1995, 
and immediately 
bogan sparking idoss 
for GE lighting, 
Today, ho's a GE Quartz 
Information Systems 
Team Leader. 
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Infinite opportunities. JERSEY! JER~ 
SEY! Dynamic careers. 
t<,is Maslin 
You have a future here. 
H U/GE Student 
Lead ership Conference 
Application Deadline, 
Friday, November 6'h 
\lick ie Suggs • 
Room 117 Blacklnmn 
Sheryl Witherspoon • 
Room 1114 School of E11.gi11eering 
Sparkle Ifill 
Room 219 School of BtLSiness 
Pk<IM ton/inn ,Jau.s mu/ limes 
wilh yout Ca,m- Place,,umt 0/firt 
Jot any f.tisl mi,wk' dumgr.s. 
,vww.gecareers.com 
began buildmg her 
future at GE in 199.1. 
Today, she leads quality 
improvement in,tiatives 
at GE $upj,Jy as a Six 
Sigma 81,ck Belt. 
• 
We bring good things to life. 
Our first meeting 
will be on this 
Wednesday. 
November 4, 1998 
Look out for the 
flyers for the 
time. 
It's in L-41. It's 
time for us to 
represent: 
JERSEY-STYLE 
GE Aircrolt Engines GE Appliances GE Capite/ Services GE Corporate Research and Development 
GE llldustrial Systoms GE lnlormatio11 Services GE Lighting GE Medico/ Systems GE Plastics 
GE Power Systems GE Supply GE Transportation Systems NBC 
• • • • 
Introducing the Chevy Chase 
Student Banking Package. 
Everything a college student needs to make life on campus a little less stressful: 
Branch near campus at 
210 Michigan Avenue, NE 
• Checking with no minimum balance 
• 700 FREE Chevy Chase ATMs 
• Opportunity to establish credit 
• Free Chevy Chase Check Card 
• Overdraft protection 
• Chevy Chase Home Banking 
For more information on the Student Banking Package, call 
1-800-987-BANK. 
CHEVY CHASE. BANK g 
www.chevychasebank.com m.m 
,.. "'"",,__ ~ •<ffik ~ o,mo..., c:-. e.a,..,,rsa. 
A12 
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on 't ave to wait or my roommate 
Tired of waiting for the phone while your roommate discusses all 
the intricacies of the day with every person she knows? Get the 
MobileMinutes package, the prepaid wireless phone and colling 
cord from Bell Atlantic Mobile. There's no credit check. No long-
term contract. No security deposit. And no month ly bill. Now if 
you could only get it to go to class for you. 
Prepaid wireless 
phone & service 
• No credit check 
• No security deposit 
• No month ly bill 
• No long-term contract 
THE PHONE 
Mobile Minutes 
package includes: 
• Audiovox 501 wireless phone 
• Battery & charger 
• $25 prepaid 
wireless calling card 
All this for only $79. 99 
THE CHOICES 
Pay as you go. With MobileMinutes, 
replenishment cards are available in $25, $50 
and $75 increments. 
For more information, call 
A cell phone is only as good as the network it's on~ 1-888-745-5766 
Visit us online at www.bam.com 
All Mobile Minutes card sales are final. The MobileMinutes card is nonrefundable. There will be no refunds for unused minutes on MobileMinutes cards or credit card purellase or minutes. Certain other restrictions apply. 
MARYLAND VIRGINIA 
LANHAM ROCKVILLE ALEXANDRIA ARLINGTON BALLSTON COMMONS MALL· LANDMARK MALL· 
9453 Annapolis Road 1701A Rockville Pike 
(301) 459.0550 {3oll no-4411 
6198-M little River Turnpike 3100 Clarendon Blvd. 
{703) 813-9600 {703) 522-7777 
{703) 812·8164 (703) 658-4298 
.. ~-· .. -. --- - .... - --.... --. -~ - . - - .... 
TYSONS 
2059 Chain Bridge Road 
(703) 847-0077 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington. O.C. 
1304 G Street, NW 
(202) 624-0072 
"Mall Kiosk Location 
THf:HILLTOP FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1998 
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
NEWS BRIEF #2 
. 30 OCTOBER 1998 
Spring 1999 
W General Mandatory RegistrationW 
2-13 November · 
SCHEDULE 
Day Date Classification (Code*) 
Monda 2November Seniors (4) 
Tuesda 3 November Juniors (3) 
Wednesda 4November So homores (2) 
Thursda 5 November Freshmen (1) 
A13 
Friday 6November Freshmen (1) and Graduate 
(5) and Professional 
Students 
Saturday 7November 
Monday 9 November 
Tuesda 10 November 
Wednesda 11 November 
Thursda 12 November 
Frida 13 November 
All Students 
Seniors and 
Unclassified ( 6) Students 
All Students 
Closed-Veterans Day 
All Students 
All Students 
*If you are not sure· of your official classification, please contact Enrollment 
Management/Records and Articulation (806-2712), Room 104, "A" Building. 
,. 
• Students must first obtain their academic advi~or's approval 
of their proposed course selections then adhere to the above 
schedule using HU-PROS (202-806-4537, 7 AM-8PM). 
• Reduce possible waiting time by calling on your reserved date. 
• Printouts available in Cramton Auditorium 3-6, 9-10, 12-13, 
and 16 November 
< 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Cast the First Stone 
There probably aren't too many Americans alive by now who haven't read por-
tions of Ken Starr's report. Even if, 
for some reason. you don't have 
access 10 1he lnternel, a newspaper, 
television or hearsay will stiJI allow 
you the opportunity to find out 
abou1 Presiden t Bi ll Clinton's 
freaky side. Somewhere in 1he 
midst of watching many boil over 
in disgust and outrage at Clinton's 
"immoral"' behavior, I couldn't help 
bul wonder how many Cllris1ians 
arc in 1he forefront of rebuking 
Clinton as well as encouraging him 
10 s1ep down as President. Now, 
some may rationalize wanting to 
see him kicked ou1 of office saying, 
"It's for his own good." I believe 
1ha1 (il's for his own good) like I 
bel ieve Monica Lewinsky is a 
prude. If I may, as a Christian, 
address my fellow brothers and 
sisters in Christ as to 1he familiar-
ity of the silua1ion: 
Firs!, lei me say 1hat I am 1101 
ignoring nor undermining 1hose· 
who are members of other reli-
gious followings. I simply 
approach the subject of forgive-
ness and judgment of our peers 
from the standpoint of wha1 !he 
Bible teaches. Still a babe in Chris-
tianity, I learn whal it means to be 
a Christian everyda)'· Often, I find 
myseU questioning what it really 
means to be a follower of Christ. 
And I often question people's sin-
cerity when they label lhemselves 
as "Christians." The irony is that 
many so-called Christians galli-
vant as Atheists and could very 
well be mistaken for Christians. 
The marvelous structure of the 
Holy Bible is 1ha1 there's some-
thing in it for everyone to.relme to. 
So I searched and found a few vers-
es 1hat may apply 10 what I'm talk-
ing about: Hebrews 13:4 says , 
"Marriage is honorable in all, and 
the bed undefiled: but whorcmon-
gers and ad ult erers God will 
judge.'' But !hat doesn't just apply 
to Bill Cl inion; ii applies 10 every-
one. And if there's one quotation so 
many of us are fami liar with, yet 
are too uneasy to take to hear 1, i I 
is this: "Judge not. 1hai ye1 not be 
judged." (Matthew 7: 1 ). 
Throwing stones can be fun, it 
gives us target practice and it's 
also an easy way to divert attention 
from our own many faults without 
feeling guilly about exposing olher 
people's. But I try 10 remind 
myself of the verse 1ha1 follows 
Matthew 7: I, which says: "For 
with what judgment ye1 judge, ye 
sha!I be judged: and with what 
measure ye mere, ii shall be mea-
sured 10 you again.'' 
Everyone knows that in reading 
the bible it's interpreted different-
ly for each individual, but I hope 
that the verse l 've injected into this 
column won't be used for our own 
selfish purposes. I would Uke 10 say 
!hat I forgive you; President Clin-
ton. When your posi ti on, your 
power and your populari ty arc 
stripped away, you are left as only 
a man; no differcm than the rest of 
us. 
When you were sworn in as Pres-
ident of this country, you were 
never to be established as a perfect 
image meant to be idolized. As for 
my fellow Christians, sinners. non-
forgivers, always talkers, never lis-
teners: pray !hat your souls be 
delivered come Judgment Day. 
1·tl\1&l!f.1i&l\l 
All This Hate 
S ince 1he beginning of the school year, I have wri tten commenrnries about large-
sc.ale social and political issues du 
j o11r. I am due to writing some 
fluff. 
Before I came to D.C. and was 
residing in Miami Beach, 1hc few 
brolhas I knew from this area that 
lived I here were all told by me that 
I was coming 10 1his school. They 
all tried to pu1 me down 10 the 
soc ial scene that was expected 
here. Especially, my man Mike the 
painter. My boys and I all liked 
him because he was crazy as heck. 
"Young'un , you gonna have a 
greal lime up in !hat joint." 
I was so naYve, "Word?" 
"Yeah. I'm tell in' you, you gain' 
be /1111chi11 • when you sec those 
Howard girls." 
Still cager. ''Word?" 
"Yeah Joe, except they all got this 
at ti rude. Like !hey ain't supposed t · 
talk to a n**•a. But you can deal 
with that, right?" 
0 \Vord.H 
At this point I hadn't heard what 
Mike said, because he spent some 
twenty minutes gassing me up 
about how bad and beautiful these 
women were. I was so happy to be 
privileged to auend this school, 
where in my fantasy world, I would 
undoub1cdly face 1he possibility 
of having too many women all at 
once to manage my studies. I wore 
that ignorant asin ine grin whenev-
er someone knew I was leaving 
Miami Beach for Howard. 
Little did I know that my educa-
tion would li1crally begin hours 
after landing in Dulles Airpon. 
The morning of May 14, 1998 I 
was busy aucmpting to register for 
summer school and I was los1 on 
this campus when on the third time 
I passed 1he "A" building I saw a 
girl come 1he opposite direct ion. 
She got closer. I smiled. She did 
not She passed me by. I never 
thought a smile could be an invi-
tation to insult. 
I continued to sec th is gi rl in 
passing and saw further various 
manifes1a1 ions of the bitterness 
expressed against men on this cam-
pus. lnjus1 the few interactions I've 
had certain women here I got this 
sense that I was being compared to 
all the males in their past relat ion-
ships. Especially when sometimes 
they would express 1his "It would 
be like you men" sentiment. And 
they would mean it without even 
knowing me. 
This bitterness spawned some of 
my craziest thoughts. I could 
swear that Admissions enclosed a 
card with their acceptance letters 
saying something like: ''II is safe 
for you to adopl an offensive air 
you do 1101 enjoy at your present 
cduca1ionnl level.'' I have analyzed, 
hypothesized, theorized :call that. 
Thi s is what I' ve come up with so 
far. 
OBSERVATIONS: I 1hink these 
females form various "men-hat-
ing" cliques- let's call them 
covens, where 1he main soc ial 
act ivity consists of siuing around 
stewing in bitterness. They can go 
through many permutations in this 
act ivity. They also playa-hatc on 
select men for their girlfriends vig-
orously. They can also playa-hatc 
on themselves individually. They 
conduct hate campaigns which 
include character defamation, the 
occasional unwanted visit or phone 
ca ll , or even public confrontation. 
All of 1his invites retribution and 
further hurt. 
CAUSATION: Popular culture 
allows man-hate to be popular. 
Ask any woman to finish this sen-
tence: "Men arc ... ?" II took a 
conversation with my friend J.R. 10 
figure out what is wrong. He said, 
"Howard women are bitter for the 
wrong reason ." He further 
explained 1hat when a man is nice 
to a woman they will think that 
man to be soft and/or gay and 
immediately toss him in10 the 
"Friendship Zone". Better staled, 
"You love them less. they love you 
more." Indeed. 
I think lhe real cause is 1he few 
women who go to lengths to play 
themselves for Olher men and get 
hurl doing so. My theory is that a 
woman's dating history reflects all 
1he men she has seen have a com-
monality. In !heir case, angry 
women are attracted to men who 
_wi ll no doubl play them, so they 
place a blanket blame on all men 
for their misadventures. 
CONCLUSION: I could 
expound terribly ad 11a11seam on 
thi s subject, bu1 brevity takes 
precedence on !his page. I cannot 
blame all Howard women for this 
anguish that wou ld be irresponsi-
ble. Know this, their hauteur is 
known 11mio11all)', so there 111,w be 
some credence 10 this notion. 
P iJ c9 ·S' •J]\lf:-11 
The Freedom Movement 
Whatever happened to the freedom movement? 
Thirty years ago the Nation was rocked by 
urban insurrections. 
''I'd rather be dead in my grave, 1hitn live as a 
slave." A common refrain heard in lhc pro1es1 
marches and demonstrations of the 1950s and 
60s. 
" I woke this morning with freedom on my 
mind," went another song. 
The question today is what was on 1he minds 
of Black people when they awoke this morning? 
WHEN was the las11ime you took part in a dis-
cussion abou1 Black freedom? Have you even 
hem·d a discussion by people of African descent 
about freedom? On the edge of the 21st centu-
ry, what constitmcs freedom for Black people? 
AN oppressed and exploited people, who do 
not even think about freedom, will never be free! 
A people, who have not defined wha1 it means 
to be free, will never be free! How one defines 
freedom determines the goals of 1he freedom 
movement and the strategies used to obtain 
them. Africans mus1 decide 1wo things- free-
dom 10 do what and freedom from wha1? 
THE "from wha1" is relatively easy to answer. 
We want freedom from poverty, hunger, unem-
ployment, underemployment, homelessness. dis-
ease, ignorance, racism, false imprisonment and 
violence. The problem is who has devised the 
definitive master plan to deliver us from 1hese 
all too common evi ls? 
The Nation of Islam (NOi) has a plan. The 
National Urban League (NUL) has a plan. The 
National Rainbow PUSH Coalition (NRPC). 
the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP). 1he Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), the 
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC), the Nation-
al Coalition Of Blacks for Reparations in Amer-
ica (N"COBRA), 1he Republic of New Afrika 
(RNA) and others all have a plan for the uplif1-
ment of Black people. 
The questions of the hour arc: When are we 
going to have a consensus plan for the race? 
When is such a plan going to be one tha1 Black 
people wake up, with it on their minds? 
ANSWERING the "do what" is distinctly more 
difficult to realize. 
Arc we struggl ing for a good job, a big car and 
a home to call our own? Are we struggling for 
integration in10 suburban communiti es and 
majority Euro-American public schools? Is a 
colorblind society desirable or even possible? 
What should be 1he nature and substance of our 
relations with Africans 1hroughou1 the Diaspo-
ra? 
CERTAINLY acquiring material comfort and 
financial wealth is desirable, in fact as Marx so 
aptly observed: ii is the "motivating force ofhis-
1ory." However 1he materialistic, selfish epoch 
we find ourselves in is spiritually debilitating and 
destructive to ethical values. 
Our freedom cannot be defined as simply !he 
light to accumulate greater numbers of inani-
mate objects and fa11er bank accounts. We must 
include a quest for the progressive ''perfectibil-
ity" of 1he total human being. 
An au1hentic liberation movement must seek 
the creation of a spiritually mature, intellectu-
ally developed, ethically motivated man and 
woman for !he new millennium. A new Black 
consciousness mo,-cment must fuel a new aware-
ness of who wc arc and what our responsibili-
ties are as creations of families and societies. A 
value system 1hat would make child and spouse 
abuse, murder, burglary, rape, lying and srealing 
relatively rare occurrences is what we 
should stri,•e 10 achieve. To do anything less is 
10 fail. 
TUE year 2000 musl signal the beginning of 
1he "African Century.'' One broad based collec-
ti1-cly supported African Freedom Agenda needs 
to be developed. All organizations must be aware 
of !he plan and importantly consciously adopt 
1hose components of the plan 1hat mesh with the 
purposes of each organi1-11ion. 
All children would be taught from the age of 
comprehension the plan and their individual 
responsibility and role in supporting it. All 
national , regional. state and local conferences 
would have their programs revolve around an 
assessment of their progress in implementing !he 
plan and how their future group efforts can 
serve to further 1he African Freedom Agenda. 
I W ft YtJ :J PM I; I! I t!l'I 
The Love Myth 
S op~omorc Political Science/Philosophy maJor 
"There's no such thing as love," my professor 
said. "There's good sex, and !here's bad sex. 
Tha1·s objective." 
"That's so cynical," I said. shocked at the sen-
timent. 
'Tm older than you." he said. ''Give it time." 
Thus, I began my quest 10 find the meaning of 
love. 
... 
My friend Bill said, "I had a professor who 
asked us: 'Why do we say ' I love you?'" "When 
no one answered. he said, 'Because we want to 
hear someone say, ' I love you, 100.' That's it. 
Nothing more. No emotional connection, no 
arrows through the heart. .. that's it."' 
Bill disagrees. "'lb me," he said, "Love is to do 
for someone, not because I' 11 
gel something out of it, but because thai's how 
lovers express themselves to 
each other." 
"I don't know what love is," said my professor. 
"You may find 1he company of 
someone quite interesting without sexual inter-
est. I think if you find that, 
and you have sex, lhe love is over." 
Others have different views. 
"Love," snid Daddy, "is a toial communion of 
spirits; a sharing of souls." 
"Love is absolute, unconditional, unbound 
acceptance and dedication to another person," 
said Moe op1imis1ically. 
No, scoffed Brian, love is jus1 "a western 
myth." 
... 
"Give me money instead of love anytime," said 
my professor. '"fhere's some while 
man who says you can't buy love. What do you 
mean you can't buy love? Of 
course you can.'' 
Jo is studyi ng to be a neurosurgeon. She 
expects to make more lhan $400,000 a 
year, but she said, "When I get married. I want 
my husband to pay for everything. Every bill, 
every vacation, everything. I want my money to 
be for me, for my enjoyment. It's his job to take 
care of me. That's why I broke up with my ex-
boyfriend. He's not going to make a lot of money 
when he graduates." 
Question: Will Jo be giving her future husband 
love for his money? 
Bill: "l think you can buy atten1ion; I'm not 
sure you can buy love. To me, anention is like a 
duly, love is like an invisible bond." 
"Whnt if the dian1ond's real,'' said Nzinga, "but 
the relationship isn't?" 
Jo shrugs, "He has to provide for me. J1's my 
ideal." 
*** 
"You want compatibility?" said my professor. 
"Go to a 1herapis1, he'll create compatibility." 
' 'Can therapists create compatibility? Sure, 
but it depends on how you define 
compatibility," said Bill. " I used to think two 
people had to mesh together 
perfectly: to become one flesh, one mind, one 
sou 1, one heart, where each had 
mutual interests, goals, etc. Not so, at least for 
me. In my opinion. therapists can create some-
thing that's not there. And compatibility, to me, 
seems like a weak substitute for love." 
••• 
"There's no such thing as love," my professor 
said with a smirk on his pompous, self-satisfied 
face. 
Perhaps he is to be pitied. 
"I sometimes th.ink people who utter absolutes 
(there's no such thing as love) 
about subjective, extremely personal and indi-
vidual experiences, would rather 
sound important than to be right or open-
mindcd," said Bill. 
"But keep in mind: These are just my opin-
ions.'' 
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Eainesfor 
Ward One Seat 
0 n Tuesday, the polls will open once again 10 provide 1he opportunity for cilizens 10 make a decision as 10 whom !hey wam 10 represent 
their in1crests in city government. And for the firs1 
time in Howard's his1ory, we will have the opportu-
ni1y to elect one of our own, Howard University stu-
dent Nik Earnes. Never before has a Howard studcm 
run for a seat on city council, much less won. 
"Let us change the sta1us quo. The city needs new 
leadership thal truly cares about the Distric1," says 
Eames, Ward I ci1y council candidate when asked 
whal he would like vo1ers 10 know abolll him, and tha1 
is exac1Jy what we believe thal Eames will give 10 the 
communily if he is elected 10 the city council. 
Nik Eames has been a constant voice in politics since 
he became a studen1 at Howard. He has sen•cd as 
HUSA chief-of-s1arr for the 1996-1997 administration 
and set a standard for poli1ical involvement. Not only · 
did he exert every effor1 to register as many studenls 
as possible in the "Voce Bison" campaign of 1996, but 
he also went out io10 the community, regis1ering eli-
gible vo1ers. 
We have seen his work throughou1 the school and 
heard his voice of true concern for the communily. 
Should we vo1c for Jim Graham, Eames·s chief rival 
for the Ward I sc.11, because of his poli1ical back-
ground? Or should we cast our votes for Mark Lcv-
emhal or Scott McLarty because both are young with 
Ivy-League pedigrees? 
The decision is not hard . Just look at who truly has 
our interest and the interest of 1he people in his heart 
and not just in his words. Toke time to think abou1 who 
you know will make a difference in the future or 1he 
community. 
We suppon Nik Eames, not only as Ward I Ci1y 
Councilman, bu1 as a Howard Universi1y student and 
one ofourown. His ac1ivism and drive arc exemplary, 
and paradigms for Howard SIUdents to follow io order 
co effect posi1ive change in 1be Distric1 of Columbia. 
our home away from home. We should go 10 the polls 
on Tuesday, and start by making our voices heard. 
Justice for the 
Garrison Twins 
The United Scates, the world's forcmos1 jailer, has more people behind bars than any other country in the world. Now, two recent Howard 
University gradua1es are being made 10 languish behind 
bars. 
When Lamont and Lawrence Garrison. 1win 25-year 
old Howard University students, walked coward the dais 
to receive their diplomas from the Universi1y on May 
9th of this year, they represented the culmination of a 
great number of pcople·s hopes, longings, and dreams. 
Aspiring lawyers both, they planned to devote their 
lives in the service or ochers. 
Then i1 all soured. Al present, bolh brothers are liv-
ing a nightmare, vic1ims or 1he very system they were 
learning to confronl head-on. The Garrisons arc begin-
ning Jeng1hy scn1enccs in federal prison, the resu lt or 
a convic1ion for conspiracy to uistribu1e cocaine. They 
are set to face at Jcas1 a decade there before parole will 
even be an option, thanks lo manda1ory-sentenci ng 
Jaws. 
We demand an"full investigation or the circumstances 
leading to the Garrison's imprisonmen1. which include 
ineffectual court-appoin1ed lawyers who lilerally fell 
asleep in cour1 on multiple occassions. 
a drug dealer. But 1he prosecu1ion was unable 10 pro-
duce any wimesses 10 support the story or the police 
informant Bue their spirit canno1 be crushed. 1hcir 
s1reng1h will nol be broken. Right no,v. the Garrisons 
are helping fellow inma1es to do legal research. 
The war on drugs has devastated Black America like 
no ocher misguided social policy, one which has deci-
mated our communities and swelled 1he ranks of the 
imprisoned. In the last 1wen1y yc.1rs, incarceration rates 
for working-class black drug offenders have increased 
by a factor of six. African-Americans and Latinos con-
sti1u1e almost 90% of the offenders sen1cnced 10 s1a1e 
prison on drug charges. 
As members of 1he Diaspora and the Howard Uni-
versity family, we cannot countenance the treatment 
levied against 1he Garrisons by the ··Criminal Injustice·· 
sys1em, a sys1em which entraps one-1hird of our nation's 
young black men between 1he ages or 20 and 29, 
according 10 1he Washington, D.C.-based Sen1cncing 
Project. Numerous faculty, s1uden1s. and luminaries 
have vouched as to the charac1er of Lamoni and 
Lawrence, and we cannol rcs1 unti l jus1 ice is served. 
Lee us take up 1he mantle of ac1ivism now. aqd 
demand justice for Lamont and Lawrence Garrison. 
The futures of 1wo bright young men hang in the ha.l-
Letters to the Edtitor 
Dc.1r Edi1or, 
The campaigns or candid31es 
from parties like Umoja and lhe 
Greens have been widely ignored 
by the mainstream media. so ic's 
important 10 correc1 several fac1u-
al errors in The Hilllop's report on 
the Oc1. 21 Ward One Candidaces · 
Forum in the Howard Business 
School audi1orium ("'Candida1es 
Mee1 S1udents a1 Debate," pub-
lished Oc1. 23). 
To begin with. I said I laid down 
in 1he s1ree1 wi lh ocher ACT UP 
demonstra1ors in demand of AIDS 
drugs and access 10 trea1ment. I did 
NOT lie in 1he s1rec1 in pro1es1 
against the Shaw Con\'elllion Cen-
ler, allhough I have pro1es1ed 1hc 
lauer because ii will drain the local 
economy. will was1e over a billion 
dollars belier spent on public edu-
ca1ion, will ruin a his1oric African-
American neighborhood and con-
gesl dowmown. and offers false job 
promises. 
At no poi111 during 1he forum did 
Umoja candida1e Nik Eames call 
both his opponen1s racist. Nci1her 
did law studenl Omar Karim chal-
lenge me about whether my scxu-
ali1y would ··confuse people about 
wha1 was morally acceplabk" -
he challenged Democralic candi-
da1e Jim Graham. ( Karim's con-
fusion or sexuality and morality 
bee rays a need 10 learn more abou1 
gay people.)! certainly made no 
promise, as Green Parcy candidate, 
to solve all Ward One's problems. 
I'd camion voters against any can-
didate who makes fan1astic claims. 
The article gave 1he impression 
1hdt r· ve had li11te community 
involvement. In face, l" ve been 
acli\'e in the Emergency Coalition 
to Save Rent Con1rol, the Econom-
ic Human Rights Coali1ion, 1he 
movemcn1 for universal heahh care 
and the campaigns agains1 the Ward 
Eight privace prison and the Tru1h-
in-Scn1encing Act. 
Al an Oc1. 8 forum, al the Capi-
tol Pavilion on Georgia Avenue, 
someone in 1he audience chal-
lenl!ed lhe Ward One candidates 
to give threeexamples of legisla-
tion they'd propose if elec1cd, 
since legislation is the chief task 
or Council members. 1 was the 
ONLY candida1e who was able 10 
answer the queslion. I challenge 
Howard s1uden1s to visi1 my web 
si1e,(www.dcgrecnpany.org/camp. 
asp). You'll read a detailed plm-
form that direc1ly challenges 
D.C.'s economic injus1ice and 
lack of democracy - a sta1us quo 
based on greed and racism. No 
01her Ward One candidate's plac-
form comes close. 
Yours. 
Scott Mclarty 
Green Parcy candida1e for Ward 
One Member of Council 
THE HILLTOP. lhe nacion's largest 
Black collegja1e newspaper. encour-
ages you to share your opinions and 
ideas. THE HILLTOP wiU only pub-
lish leners addressed 10 lhe Senior 
Editorial Edi1or in response 10 male-
rials published in lhe newspaper. The 
Senior Edi1orial Edi1or reserves the 
righ1 10 edit letters for space and 
style. All leners and commentaries 
muse be typed and signed with full 
addresses and telephone numbers. 
The opinions expressed on the Edi-
1orial Page are the,iews of THE Hill.-
TOP Editorial Boord and do not nec-
essarily re0ect 1he opinions of Howard 
Universi1y. ics administration, individ-
uaJ HILLTOP Bo;ll'd member.. or lhe 
student body. 
Please add.n!SS letters & 
cometaries to: 
Senior EditorinJ Editor 
THEIULLTOP 
2251 Shemum Avenue, N\V, 
Washington, D.C 20001 
or ,fa email at 
tbehllltop@hotmail.com 
THE MISSION STATEMENT 
Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the newspaper of 
record/or the Howard University co1111111111if)i Within its pages, our readers will witness objec-
tive reporting and stories from a uniquely African-American perspective at the premiere 
historically Black 1111iversity in the world. ¼11 proudly continue a tradition of excellence, 
for our readers and our distinguished legacy deserve nothing less. Both men were arrested on April 8 a1 !heir Nor1heas1 
Washing1on, D.c. residence by members of the FBI and 
metropolitan police. They were fingered as drug cus-
tomers by a "friend" who, unbeknownst 10 them. was 
ance. whi le we, the ones on 1he oucside, awai1 !heir 1----------------------,--------------------
rct urn .h11p://drcnet .org/pu bs/ guide/ I 0-9 5/alar m. hem I 
Upin 
Smoke 
Initiative 59, tl1e emba1tled ballo1 proposal which would allow physicians 10 recommend marijua-na for seriously-ill patients, is literally dead on 
arrival when i1 reaches voters on Tuesday. The enemies 
of democracy in the Distric1 attached a rider to the city's 
fiscal 1999 budget which would disallow funding for 
the measure if any such ini1iative were to pass, even 
though a majority of Americans approve of marijua-
na for medicinal puposcs. 
Cal ifornia and Arizona, 1wo states al the vanguard of 
giving physicians the freedom 10 treat their patients, 
have already. legalized medicinal marijuana and we 
think that the rest of 1he nation should follow their lead. 
Smoking the drug has worked 10 decrease some or the 
nausea which sometimes auends chc11101herapy, and 
reduced lhe pain of glaucoma pa1ients, an ailment dis-
proportionately affecting African-Americans. 
Unfonunately, ini1ia1ive 59 had no 1ecth in the firs1 
place: it only allows doctors 10 recommend. rather tlian 
to prescribe the use of marijuana, and so 1he onus of 
Jaw is s1iU on those who wou Id dare to use a natural 
means of allievialing their lerrible pain. 
The move by Congress to li1erally rip lhe heart out 
of Initiative 59 harkens back 10 the rule of 1he Con-
g.rcssionally-appointed control board which has gulled 
the power of the mayor's office, and stripped democ-
racy from a majori1y-black city, even in the shadows 
of soaring monuments to democratic ideals and of gov-
ernment for, by, and of the people. II 's a glaring irony 
which strikes us as not only unj us1, blll criminal. 
The folks in Congress who made things chis way? 
They 11111st be smokin" if they think that we will take 
these threats lo our freedom just sining down. lni1ia-
tive 59 may be dead, buc our s1ruggle lives on. 
THE AD POLICY 
THE IIlLLTOP's deadline for adver-
tisements is the Friday before publica-
tion. We require seven _days prior notice. 
A 15-percent design fee will be charged 
to all accounts submitting non-cqmera 
ready artwork and requests for specific 
placement on a page. 
THE HILLTOP accepts checks, 
money orders and cash. Classified, cam-
pus and local advertisers must remit 
payment upon placement of the order. 
THE HILLTOP has the right to refuse 
any ad vertisement. Please call 
202.806.6866 for rates. 
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McDonald's® of 
Howard Universi 
and Campus Pals 
Salute 
Homecoming '98. 
Welcome Alumni, Friends and Family to Howard University's 
1998 Homecoming Celebration. 
The Howard University McDonald's is proud to be a sponsor of 
Homecoming 1998 and the Howard University Campus Pals organization. 
For more than 50 years, Campus Pals have been serving Howard 
University, helping new students adapt to their new college environment 
and for more than 20 years, the Howard University McDonald's has been 
a strong supporter of the Howard University community. 
Campus Pals and McDonald's are continuing their tradition of 
leadership and service by giving their time and energy towards this year's 
Project Harvest, WHUR's annual food drive. 
BETWEEN NOW AND NOVEMBER 23RD, STOP BY THE HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY MCDONALD'S AND DROP OFF YOUR CAN NE~ FOOD 
DONATIONS OR TAKE THEM TO THE COLLECTION BIN LOCATED IN 
FRONT OF CRAMTON AUDITORIUM . 
. 
SUPPORT CAMPUS PALS AND HELP MAKE THIS YEAR'S 
PROJECT HARVEST AN OVERWHELMING SUCCESS. 
COUPON 
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 
McDonald's of 
Howard University 
Plus tax If applicable. Op/res December 31, 1998. 
Limit one coupon per customer per visit Not valid 
" flh any other coupon or offer. cash value 1/20f. 
Present coupon before ordering 
.. 4 • .. ..... ~ 
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::c ~:-,--~~.!''1: ,-~ - :. , . s.ales are l"haotic. 
By St'", A11n1 n-R "'"" "Homecoming to me means money. par-
:' Hi/h()J> S111(: \\i·itr r · ~ tyini: and people.'' said llargro\'c. adding 
·. • , ·,-.:-A .. ·•.,.'F •.-· -. .. , that six of her closest friends arc ,·isitinl! 
1·,. Each fall.' tliousand; of people flocli '10·•, ' this week. · ' 
i: · Howard University's campus for the ·'' \\'ith increase ticket sales 10 llomc-
}~ week-long Homecoming events. They ' coming c,·ents. Hargrow ,aid she has 
:-:~ wme from rnnous places. and often for noticed an improved dtange in students· it; a ,ariety ofreasons. _Bu~all come 10 enjoy apathy toward Homecoming ,·,·cnts. "l'co-
~( • Homecoming. · ., · pie arc buying their tickets in advance this 
,r. . .- ·: Homecoming. it seems. has a differctit war:· she said. 
\·•:'\ meaning for ead1 person: : · · · Aiming to h1r,· more students and visi-
[:-._.. Tennille Gordon. a freshman biology tors to Homecoming events. Homecom-
. ',.. major. c,pected to make the rounds at ing Steering Commillec Chairperson 
' •: . se,·eral parties this week. Jennifer Dvsou. Shenita J ohnson said she helped bring the 
~':\ a f~eshman print journalbm_major .. ~lood , . hulk ~mnccom!ng c, cnts "•";k to ca,~. 
,r .' tn lront ofCramton Auduonum for more · p11>. . • l•S.0 rhananh?urtog _  erticke1~for'.hisweek:s : "Homecoming is \\hen the entire itf Artistry 111 \lotion. \\'l111t' tis Dvson s Howard family comes home to cclchr:itc 
'r{/· first Ho\\ard Homecoming. she s,1;•s her ·. and reminisce on good and had limes:· 
',t·; older brother. also a Howard student. said Johnson. who has in\'itcd se\'l'ral 
··-,}} filled her ,:a~s with great things about the friends from her high school. her grand-
~t,·; c,·ent. · .t:f: ' · •: . parents and parents to this weekend's { f,. _. "I expect it to be a b.ig gathering:· D · ·_on e,·ents. 1 • ..J 
:", , said. "Seeing old and new faces." "\\'c\·c made it so that there is some.,,. 
?;~' Junior film major :Sycsha Littlejohn. thing for cwry m,·mber of the Howard e~/ who is an e,change student from the family to enjoy.'' Johnson said. 
:l; :f. t.:ni\'ers(tY of South~rn California. said This weekend's e,ents included a f!Ospcl 
f;i;, Howards Homecommg has a good rep- concert. comedy show. step show, fosh: 
. .-•·r:. utation back home. "I heard it's hclla' ion show. The weekend's events will end 
'i: · fun.'' she said. adding that she came to "J.:h tonight"s Hip-hop music concert. 
· he/i,rst sc'mester just to attend Hon!c- a 'nil the football game tomorrow at 
mng -,. · ·· ·· · Greene Stadium.· 
ittlejo I aid she e,p,•cted Howard's For many students. tomorrow's game is 
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Howard University, 
At Comedy Show, Students 
Get Good Laughs 
By J AMYE E. SPlLLER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The attributes of smooth beats, 
roaring laughter and a dark theater 
provided a spotlight for the 1998 
Homecoming Comedy Show. If the 
spotlight hit you, you knew you 
were in for a good laugh. Most like-
ly it would be at your own expense 
or the person sitting next to you. 
Before the show started, DJ Sixth 
Sense from 93.9 WKYS, mesmer-
ized the half-filled Cramton Audi-
torium with new hits from artists: 
Jay-Z, Silkk the Shocker and OMX. 
He also gave the audience a taste of 
some old school hits from artists 
such as Doug E. Fresh and Heavy 
D. 
The first act was Good Game Car-
tel, a rap group hailing from Cleve-
land, Ohio. The duo fed the crowd 
lyrics about making money and the 
effect they have on women. The ini-
tial lyrics and beats did not please 
the crowd. Constant boos later 
filled the auditorium. After the 
repeated failure of trying to get 
anyone involved in their perfor-
mance, the two continued to pump 
up the crowd. After performing 
their last song, the two thanked 
everyone for the love and exited 
the stage 
Mike Jones, seen on BET's 
Comic View and Def Comedy Jam, 
used the audience as his main 
source for jokes. He talked about 
issues that deals with child sup-
port. 
Coco, a self-proclaimed full-fig-
ured woman from Detroit, was the 
next comedian to try to please the 
crowd. Recognizing her fellow big 
sisters, CoCo discussed problems 
dating smaller-sized men, her love 
for "thug" and big men. She says 
she prefers dating big man than 
skinny man. After sharing her expe-
r iences, Coco gave advice to 
women in the crowd on how to 
keep their relationship alive. 
Describing in detail bow to clean 
your man's feet and then explaining 
the process of sucking his toes, the 
females in the crowd began to groan 
I 
as the males began to cheer. 
Michael Hughes, a native of DC, 
brought humor to the stage that had 
the crowd laughing. He kept the 
crowd on their toes waiting patient-
ly for the punchline. Many people 
in the crowd were seen stomping 
their feet and giving high fh•es with 
the person next to them. Revisiting 
the old days, Hughes talked about 
telephone conversations between 
young loves that lasted until the 
wee hours in the morning and the 
different vari'ations of the game 
Hide and Seek. 
''Buttafly'' Has a Rough 
Start, Redeems Itself 
By L YNN SIMMONDS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Buttafly, the Evolution of Soul" 
sealed the audience in its loosely 
framed cocoon, inviting people to 
find its pulse and evolve through 
poems, music and art. 
The start of the life of this butter-
fly was conveyed to a sparsely filled 
audience in Craroton Auditorium 
on Monday night at the Artistry in 
Motion homecoming show. 
The audience was taken back to 
the time when Negro spirituals 
were sung for survival and are now 
an inspiration to all who know 
about the struggle. Go down Moses, 
and Sweet Chariot were the open-
ing songs that had many swaying 
their heads. Catrell Brown, 23, a 
Columbia graduate, enjoyed the 
show but was disappointed about 
the turnout. 
"l wish more people would have 
come out to it," said Brown. 
Technical problems marred the 
urban musical during the first half 
the program. Some microphones 
were malfunctioning and a prop 
remained in the center of the stage, 
blocking the view for an entire 
scene. 
Many times throughout the pro-
gram, a technician dressed in all 
black managed to become the star 
of the show because of his constant 
appearance at unlikely times. 
'The sloppiness of the show takes 
away from the talent," said fresh-
man print journa lism major 
Ruqaiyah Najjna. 
Camille Acker, a junior English 
major, agreed that "organization 
was poor, but there were a lot of tal-
ented students." 
From Negro spirituals to jazz and 
be-bop, the show was in flight to its 
final destination of freedom from 
oppression and spiritual revival. 
The house lights came on during 
intermission to reveal that some of 
the crowd had left. 
The second portion of Buttafly 
ran smoothly, free of any mistakes. 
A tribute to Bob Marley led by 
Ras D had the crowd singing 
Redempti(m Song-not only in 
memory of Marley, but as a 
reminder to others of where blacks 
have been and where they want to 
be. 
Rotating lights were set up to 
motivate the crowd and create a 
disco effect, but instead they just 
hurt the eyes of many even though 
they drew up paper shields to block 
them. 
Oktbnvrld, a newly developed 
band, enclosed a message of change 
and inner guidance with energizing 
music. All the songs urged the audi-
ence to "step in line" and not stop 
pushing ahead. 
the ink fades. 
the writing doesn't. 
the hilltop. the best way to start your friday. 
I 
Thursday, November 5 
12:00-2:00 p.m. 
Hart Senate Office 
Building, Room 902 
Washington, D. C. 
RSVP: 
Jamie Prijatel 
(212) 854-2167 
(212) 864-4847 (FAX) 
jdp l8@columbia.edu 
. -
You are cordially invited to attend 
the Washington) D. C. 
ouse 
for the Graduate Program in 
Public Policy and Administration. 
Learn about the 1'1PA citrriculum, 
degree reqitirements, and career 
opportunities. 
Refreshments will be served. 
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tudents Find 
Problems in 
Relationships 
omfort, 
Howard 
By TASHA STEWART 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
At Howard, students are not known for excessive dis-
plays of public affection. In fact, many students who are 
in relationships choose to keep them private. Even more 
srudents are leading-and loving-the single life. 
loving the 
lime Light 
Usher Raymond 
Slated To Star 
in Th ree Films 
By K EENAN S UARES 
His tender voice plays from a local 
DC radio station as 1he shrieks of 
women cry out his name. 
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However, one couple who display affection is adver-
tising major Lukeisha Scipio and finance major Andre 
Joseph. The juniors met during freshman orientation 
week, and have been involved ever since. 
"We were botl1 in the student health clinic taking care 
of the paperwork for our shots, and we started talk-
ing," Scipio said. "It turned out [that] we have a lot 
in common. We're both from New York, and our fam-
ilies are from the islands.'' 
They exchanged numbers, but didn't speak again 
until ao ice cream social later that week. Joseph said 
he had lost her phone number. Scipio noticed he 
looked hungry and offered 10 take him 10 McDonald's. 
"He thought it was sweet of me to offer and asked 
for my number again. I gave it 10 him and he called," 
she said. · 
Scipio and Joseph are one of the few couples on 
Howard's campus who are actual ly noticeable. While 
most couples are only recognizable 10 the people who 
know them, or to those who have caught a glimpse of 
something they shouldn't have seen, students readily 
see Scipio and Joseph eating in the Punchout or walk-
ing together. 
However, Scipio said some students try 10 discour-
age their relationship. 
"People tell us we're too young, and we're in college, 
so we shouldn't se11le down. Guys ask Andre things 
like. 'You know the high number of females here, so 
why are you only with LuKeisha?'" 
Scipio said she dismisses those types of comments 
because they usually come from single people who 
she feels haven't found the right person yet. 
Junior biology major Marshan Jefferson also said 
people attempt to undermine her relationship of 14 
months with junior film major Kendhe Deligny. 
"People don't seem 10 respect our relationship. 
When we're together, girls will bend over in front of 
him. and guys will try 10 talk to me. I think that is so 
disrespectful," she said. 
Jefferson, who met her boyfriend at last year's 
Kappa Kool Out, said the hardest aspect of being in 
a relationship during college is time. Deligny works 
full-time in addition to going 10 school part-time and 
Jefferson's major keeps her schedule busy. 
''We have a Jot of time conflicts, but I'"e never con-
sidered seeing other people," she said. "I'd much rather 
be in a relationship than have to go through the whole 
'gening to know you' process of dating." 
While most students are battling to keep their rela-
tionships out of the lime light. others are trying-
rather unsuccessfully-to lead a single life. 
Sophomore finance major Timothy Smith just got out 
of a nine-month relationship. He said when he tries to 
live the single life, he ends up committed i.n some way . 
HowC\'Cr, despite his month-old friendship, he says he 
still courts other females. Relationships at Howard are 
made difficult by the large female population and the 
advantages to both single life and commionent, he said. 
''With relationships, you can't look 100 hard at all the 
females here. You don't want to be disrespectful. But 
being witl1 someone feels good," he said. "But, I enjoy 
being single just as much." 
Offering campus love advice, Scipio suggests find-
ing someone who wi ll be truthful. 
"You have 10 find someone that is real," she said. 
"When you find someone that wiU be true to only you, 
make sure you hold on to them." 
The 20-year-old Atlanta, Ga. native 
is one of the youngest successfu l 
soloists in today's R&B genre. Like 
many artists such as Brian McKnight, 
Whitney Houston and Toni Braxton who 
started their singing career close to home, 
Usher is no exception. 
"I started singing at the age of IO,'' Usher 
said. "In my youth choir my mother was the 
director of the church." 
From humble beginnings his rise to R&B 
stardom took on a rapid pace. 
"I just started singing. Before you knew it, 
I was doing talent shows. A few years later, I 
started taldng [singing] really seriously. I was 
trying to get a record deal." 
1\vo chart-topping albums later, the teen heart-
throb has plans to make his name in the movie 
industry. 
In a few months Usher's name wi ll plaster theater 
house marquees for. not one, not two. but three films. 
In his first movie ''The Facul\y," he plays a football 
player whose body is overtaken by al iens. 
' 'Throughout the film it's sort of eerie. Its a sci-ft 
thriller. You have to keep guessing. You don't know 
whose been taken over. It's still scary." 
. . : .. 
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ln another movie, "Light It Up," Usher co-stars with 
Rosario Dawson. Dawson also guest starred in one of 
Usher's videos. 
Although these movies will mark the artist's film debut, 
this is not the first time Usher has ventured into another medi-
um. 
h 
... 
While enjoying the success of his current single "My Way," 
Usher got his feet wet in the small screen. His recent acting 
stints on The Bold and The Beawiful and the TV-sitcom Moe-
s ha shows his versatility of being a daytime heart throb as 
well as a singer. 
Guest starring on Moesha, Usher played Jeremy, a smooth 
talker who became Brandy's new love interest on the show. 
"It was a great experience. Actually. it was my first acting gig. 
So it felt totally different for me but I got use 10 i1 real quick. 
And before you knew it, I had other offers for different TV-shows. 
It was fun working with Brandy." 
• Usher says 1hat the transition from television to the movie 
screen was 1101 a difficult adjustment. He formally took acting class-
es to prepare for both roles. 
Usher now enjoys the success of his sophomore album ·'You Make 
Me Wanna." He recognized that in order to be successful in the music 
industry you have to mature as an artist~hanging with the time, 
always willing 10 improve your skills. 
Many have compared Usher to R&B legends: Frankie Lymon, Tevin 
Campbell and Bobby Brown; all who enjoyed different levels on suc-
cess. Usher is not content in riding the coat tails of hi s pre-
... ._...,_, 
.... ~=-
decessors; he wants to keep growing as an artist. 
'1nat's one thing I'm trying not to do,'' he said, refer-
ring 10 mega-star artists who faded into "one hit won-
ders". 
''I mean [this is really] unfortunate that you can't stay 
~ on top forc,·er. If you don't pay attention [ 10 your audi• 
·-•, enceJ and you don't do anything [you will fade 
away]. You [need to] maintain. Like to be sexy-all 
of those things. You can't take it 100 far. You can cake 
a chance, don't get me wrong. but you can't go too 
far. Like on the album. I always try 10 make sure I 
don't forget to put songs on there that people arc 
use to hearing like rhythm or types of songs that 
they have worked out for me before." 
See USHER. B4 
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By NATASHA T110~1AS 
Hilltop Swff Writer 
ANGEL GRANT 
Album: Al bum 
Label: Flyte Tyme Records/Universal 
Records 
.• Production: Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis 
~• Featured Artist: None 
" ' : Discovered by super producers, Jimmy 
': Jam and Terry Lewis, Angel Grant debuts 
,! with a solid, refreshing album. 
-~ Covered in exotic beads, necklaces and 
: henna tauoos, Grant's look has an East 
! Indian appeal. And her album, I ike her 
: look, is authentic. 
:l Her sound can neither be described as 
~ R&B nor jazz, but something in between. 
·' Angel's music has a natural, grounded air 
about it. Her soft, silky, angelic voice 
seems to glide over jazzy, mellow tracks. 
The album begins with "Hey You," a 
. t nice groove where Grant sings about try-
• ing to get the allention of a man who has 
~ caught her eye. Next on a smooch, jazzy 
: track entitled "Knockin' ," Grant playfu lly 
·! sings about an extremely allractivc man 
;: who isn't too intelligent. She confidently 
•• tells the young man, "/ like wlwr I see/ 8111 
Photo Counesy of Unh"rsal Records 
Angel Grant's album brings a refreshing sound 
to R&B. · 
I don i have time 10 be your reacher/ Bet• 
ter luck nice· rime/ Go back and Jim! the 
place you lost your mi,ul/ Nobody's ham el 
Liff le lover boy." 
The focus of Grant's album is getting in 
touch with your spirit and finding your way 
in life. She displays this spirit in songs she 
helped writc-"OM," and "Lil' Red Boat." 
In "OM," Grant asks 1hc listener 10 get in 
touch with their inner peace. Over hyp-
not ically soothing music. Grant whispers, 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Hilltop SwjJ\Vrirer 
"Close your eyes/ Release ynw·selfl When 'Do-rag' or wave cap. Whatever you call 
you exlwlel )i.111 11 be one with the Om/ Om it, it is quickly becoming the head gear of 
is where the .subco11scio11s and conscious choice among young black men, and a 
meet." growing part of hip-hop culture, too. 
In "Li l' Red Bone." Grant metaphorical- Once used primaril y as a method for 
ly reOects on the state of her life. "A suck- forming a wavy hair pallern or keeping 
er for adventure/ I'm headed somewhere braids presentable. the wave cap has made 
and somewhere is meant for me/ Don t its escape from the bedroom to 1he heads 
need no map w guide me/Where e,·er I end of Black men in public across the country, 
"I' is where I'll be/ Goin· somewhere I including many entertainers. 
11owherefas1/ As I tlrof1f11rthero111 sea the Rappers Nas, Method Man and other 
past floats behi,ul me/ If I don t reach land prominent rap artists have he lped pc-pu-
1011ight/ 111 drown in my sec11rif)i" larize the wave cap as a signilicant part of 
In "Kisses Luv' Lips," Grant shifts her hip-hop fashion. Many male students at 
talents to a different side. The bass guitar Howard University have welcomed the 
and soft llint of drums give this song a sexy, I statement wi th open arms. 
sultry feel as Grant sings about the sensu- "I just like the way it looks," said fresh-
ality of kissing. She then ventures off into I man biology major Eric Black. ''Some-
a different sound with songs like "lllu- times it just goes with certain outfits." 
sions,'' and "Anyway," which have a sligh1- However, not ever yone is willing to 
ly mellow, light-rock feel. acknowledge the wave cap as everyday 
Angel Grant's debut offer's music lovers wear. Wave caps larc ugly\' according to 
a well-rounded, versatil e album. Her freshman physical therapy major Kessie 
unique style and use of live instru ments I Hammond, who doesnft like it when stu-
offers listeners a break from the conuncr- dents wear the accessory on a dail y basis. 
cializcd state of R&B. Some feel that the wave capfs desirabili-
ty stems from the increased exposure it has 
gained while featured on the heads of hip-
hop artists and movie stars. "Its populari-
ty all comes through TV. rappers and music 
videos,'' Black stated. 1Itfs got some peo-
ple just wearing it to fi t in.'' 
Still others believe that the increase in 
men wearing wave caps is due 10 a desire 
to recreate the past. 
''Back in the days wave caps were worn 
to keep the waves looking nice, not as 
much for style," said Veroni que Harris, a 
junior political science major. 
"The younger people see the older gen-
eration wearing them and now the younger 
people are wearing them; just like the 
Afro.'' 
The common complai nt against the wave 
cap as a fashion accessory, is the belief that 
it makes its wearer appear l thuggishi or 
llook like a criminal.'' 
Hammond said. " I think it looks thuggish 
because everyone I remember from Cali-
fornia that wore it in public was a thug. I 
don't sec any professional people wearing 
a wave cap in public." 
Harris disagrees. 
"I don't think it looks thuggish at all ," 
said Harris. " It's all in the altitude. As long 
as the person is going to school and docs-
nfl hurt people I don' t care what he wears 
on his head." 
• 
•:.._ . 
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Usher's Big Move To The Movie 
Screen 
USA TODAY Book Shelf 
I. "Something More" 
Sarah Bao Breathnach (Warner) 
Subtitle: "Excavating Your Authentic Self," 
The nine stages for women 10 unearth true. $20.00 
Best Sellers 
From USHER, B3 
Usher's on-screen characters are cot1stantly in love. 
H9wever, his real love life is totally opposite. He is a 
self-proclaimed bachelor despite mmors of connections 
to R&B divas Motlica and Brandy. 
When asked about his current relationship s tatus, 
Usher playfully responds: "I am a s ingle man right now 
(laughs]." 
Wbat qualities in a woman would convince this con-
firmed bachelor to give up that status? 
"I like women with strong figures. I like women with 
good character. I like women who I can trust and don't 
have a big mouth." 
After being on a four month tour with Janet Jackson, 
MTV reported that Jackson said Usher ate too much 
meat. 
"[She said] it was good to get your colon c leansed or 
something like that," he said while laughing. "I don't 
know what the meat stuff came from. I don' t eat that 
much meat." 
While watching Usher perform on an episode of 
"It's Showtimeat the Apollo," it's evident that his style 
is border-line old school. He has been dubbed the next 
Bobby Brown by many magazines because o f his tan-
talizing dance moves and wardrobe reminiscent of the 
'60s and '70s. 
Despite the financial woes of other Laface artists like 
Toni Braxton and the group TLC-who all filed bank -
ruptcy- Usher remains confident he would not be in 
the same predicament. He says his money is in good 
hands with his financial advisor, his mother. 
"It's cool; it's actually very comfortable. I know that 
my mother bas my back." 
2. "The Vampire Armand" 
Anne Rice (Knopf) Armand te lls his life s tory to David Talbot as they keep a vigil over Lestat. $26.95. 
3. "MacGregor Grooms" 
Nora Roberts (Sil houette) Romance: Danie l MacGregor wants his three handsome grandsons married. 
$6.99 . 
4. "Beloved" 
Toni Morrison (Plume) Classic account of s lavery and its aftermath; basis of movie. $12.95. 
5. "Bags of Bones" 
Stephen King (Scrubner) 
Best-selling novelist, whose wife dies suddenly, faces writer's block. $28.00. 
6. "Dr. Atkins' New Diet Revolution" 
Robert C. Atkins (Avon) How 10 change yo11r metabolism so you can burn fat more effectively. $6.99. 
7. "What Looks Like Crazy on An Ordinary Day ... " 
Pearl Cleage (Avon) Perceptive Ava Johnson, a black woman with HIV, narrates this s tory, Oprah's Book 
Club pick. $ 12.00. 
BILLBOARD CHARTS 
Hot Rap Singles 
1. "Push in' Weight," lee Cube featuring Mr. Short Khop. Lench 
Mob/Beatside. 
2 . "SuperThug (What Wha t)," Noreaga. Penalty. 
3. "Don't Let It Go To Your Head," Brand Nubian. Arista. 
4 . "Jus t The 1\vo of Us," Will Smith. Columbia. 
5. "Whatcha Wanna Do," Mia X Feat. Charlie Wilson. No Limit. 
6. "lnvasion oftbe Flat B*****s," Too Short. Short. 
7. "Better Days," WC Feat. Jon B. PayDay/London. 
8. "The Street Mix," Mag 7 . 
9. "Still AG Thang," Snoop oo·gg. No Limit. 
10 . "Lookin' At Me," Mase featuring Puff Daddy. Bad Boy. 
(~ f,c!t«s. 
~ $364 
H~ 14?1 
$102i 
Q~ $33i 
Fw.,. RT:Oonoc ndude caxes.~ ffl 
Nt~tl)dwlC'-
Be an on campus lntem! 
EARN FREETRAVEL! 
call 1-888-council for more details 
--llillL:.:Tn..=.;.:uve::::...l _ ..... 
□EE: Council on International 
F.ducatioall E1change 
330 I M Street NW, 
Washington 
[202]-337-64&.1 
Top R&B Albums 
1. Jay-Z: Vol.2: .. Hard Knock Life . Roe-A-Fella/Def Jam 
2. Lauryn Hill: The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill. Ruff-
bouse/Columbia 
3. OutKast: Aquemini. LaFace. 
4. Kirk Franklin: The Nu Nation Project. Gospo Centric. 
S. Bizzy Bone: Heaven's Movie. Mo Thugs/Ruthless 
6. Kurupt: Kuruption. Ar ista. 
7. Soundtrack: Rush Hour. Def Jam. 
8. Heltah Skeltah: Magnum Force. 
9. Mack 10: The Recipe. Hoo Bangin' 
10. Kelly Price: Soul of A Woman. T-Neck. 
Top Video Rental 
I. City of Angels. Warner Home Video. PG- 13. 
2. Mercur y Rising. Universal Studios Home Video. R. 
3. Wild Things. Columbia TriStar. R. 
4. Primary Colors. Universal Studios. R. 
S. A Perfect Murder. Warner Home Video. R. 
6. Lost bi Space. New Line Cinema. PG-13. 
7. The Wedding Singer. New Line Cinema. PG- 13. 
8. The Object of My Affect.ion. Fox. R. 
9. The Big Lebowski . Polygram. R. 
I 0. Wag The Dog. New Line Cinema. R. 
Attention All Howardites: 
Join in the celebration of 
Howard University's Family 
Reunion'98: ffShifting 
Sands," on October 31st at 
Sam as the HU Showtime 
Marching Band, student 
organizations, community 
associati·ons, and many more 
march in the 1998 
Homecoming Parade. Be 
sure to look for the Blue & 
White marked route. 
White, Offense, Struggle i11 
Bison's Second Straight Less 
By KJMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Sta.rt with great defensive plays by both teams, add a dash of turnovers and 
dropped passes by Howard. and top 
it with an excellent rushing attack 
by North Carolina A&T-the final 
recipe is a 17-6 defeat oft he Bison 
by the Aggies Oct. 24 in Greene 
Stadium. 
The Aggies (6-2), seeded eighth by 
the the ESPN/USA, Today Black Col-
lege Football Poll, sought to redeem 
the 21-13 loss to the Bison last ye.'\r. 
Howard, seeded tenth, used a high-
flying offense scheme and played 
solid defense throughout the game. 
The first quarter of the game was 
offensively unproductive by both 
squads. Quarterback Ted "Sweet 
Flight" White No. 2 rated player in 
total offense in Division I-AA was 
intercepted twice by defensive back 
Darryl Klugh and linebacker Ray 
Massey. The interceptions accom-
panied several dropped passes by 
Bison receivers. White repeatedly 
failed to connect on a number of 
long passes to Cedric Redden. 
FRJOAV,OCT0BER30, 1998 
Howard Universily's Oefen~i"e line reflect a~ there cllance for a position in tile Heritage llowl fades away. 
T)le sco(ing drought in the first 
half final ly ended when North Car-
olina A&T placekicker Darren 
Dawkins connected on a 27-yard 
field goal with 35 seconds remain-
ing in the second quarter. The half 
ended with the Bison trailing the 
Aggies 3-0. 
Howard was unable to capitalize 
on scoring opportunities and North 
Carolina A&T's im·pressive run• 
ning game. Aggies running back 
Reggie Shuford scored on a 19-
yard run three minutes into the 
quarterto give his team a 10-0 lead. 
Burger King Scholar Athlete 
.-------------',,------~ should want to do well." 
By A0RIF.NNE TRICE 
Nil/top Staff Writer 
The Burger King Corporation 
will donate $10,000 to the schol-
arship fund's of eight outstanding, 
Bison defensive back Jarvis George college football players. 
will be honored 10morrow for his Scholar Athletes are selected 
commitment to college football, aca- from Division 1-A, I-AA, 11 and 
demic achievement and community LU throughout the 10 week 1998 
service by Burger King Corp. during college football season. The panel 
half-time of the Howard University of judges is comprised of mem-
Ho01ecoming game against Norfolk bers of the National Football 
State. Coaches Association and the 
George, a Virginia Beach· native, is Burger King Corporation. Selec-
being recognized as an outstanding tions arc based on outstanding 
athlete on the field for his 32 1ackJes athletjc performance, academic 
in 1998. As a publ ic relations major. achievement, and community ser-
he maintains a 3.6 GPA and is a mem- vice. 
ber of the National Golden Key Soci- Four of the eight winners, one 
ety. George was also selecled to the from each Division, will be selec1-
Dean's list and the MLAC All-Amer- cd as finalisl for the 1998 Burger 
ican Team for three consecutive years. King Scholar Athlete of the Year 
Aside from George's academic Award and $25,000 will be 
achievement, he is actively involved awarded for their school. 
in his community. George serves as a One athle1e will be selected to 
volunteer at the Special Olympics. a receive the 1998 Burger K ing 
Northern Virginia Hospice Cookoul Scholar Athlete of 1he Year 
for Homeless Families volunteer, Award. The winner of the award 
Washington, D.C. Rape Crisis Center will be announced during the 
Awards/S ilent Ac1ion Gala volun1ecr ESPN2 Home Depot College 
and a WHUR-FM Radio intern. L... _ __ _.;:ir..;...;..:."-'-.L.- .....:.------_J Fomball Awards Show on Dec. 
"I am honored to receive this award I 0. In addition. a $100.000 schol-
and it is easy to say I deserved it . . . . . . Fi!e Photo arship endowment will be set up 
because I have worked very hard but Jams George, Dison defc1t51ve back, L~ bcing rccogniZ<d for h U f h h d . 
. . ,, ' . hl~commitmenttocollegcfootbnll.acadl'nlicadtlc,·cmentand at 1 eco egeo le onore wm-
domg will should be natural, said conununlty sen •ire. · ncr. 
George. "Anything tha1 you do you 
got a hot news·tip? 
call the hilltop at 
806.6866 . · 
The Aggies later engineered an I!-
play. 80-yarddrivecapped off by a I-
yard touchdown run by Eric Farmer 
with 12:34 remaining in the game. 
White and company attempted a 
comeback late in the founh quarter. 
The Bison put together its most 
successful drive of the game. A 5-
yard touchdown pass from White to 
Stuart Broome was the end result of 
a 10-play. 70-yard effort. However, 
placckicker Charles Card's extra 
point attempt was blocked, and the 
Bison stood at 6. 
Unfortunately. the Bison fell a lit-
tle short. The final score re0ected 
the overall dominance of the A&T 
defense. The Aggie defensive unit 
held Howard to zero net yards rush-
ing on 15 attempts while the offense 
rushed for a whopping 39 I yards on 
71 attempts. White ended the day 
complet ing I 9 of 45 passes for 258 
yards. Despite that, White was 
understandably frustrated. 
Hilltop Staff/Eric Hall 
·'No matter what we did, nothing 
was clicking much. We didn't exe-
cute our offense, and we just weren't 
able to get it going," said White. 
The A&T defense continued to 
stop the Bison running game dead 
in its tracks by hitting Howard nm-
ners before they even crossed the 
line of scrimmage. 
The team will seek to avoid los• 
ing three straight games as the 
Bison face Norfolk State tomor-
row in the annual homecoming 
game at 12 p.m. 
◄.:~:=:,-= 
---
► Alreadv ACTIVATED c;;-~~=--~ 
•c,..U.,IA.R-► Funv CHARGED r.intux.r.;::;;: 
► READY TO GOI 'lo 
fREE! 
Auto Plug in Charger 
Home Charger 
leather Case 
41 minutes of Ainlme 
CREDIT CHECK 
lOMG TERM CONTRACT 
EARlY TERMINATION FEES 
DEPOSIT. 
MONTHlY PHONE Bill 
TURNDOWN 
301. 853.2105 
emall:arlce@bellsou1hlPs.com 
1 
I 
• 
' 
- --~~ 
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
INVITES YOU 
TO 
SUNDAY EUCHARIST (MASS) 
10:00 AM in the Carnegie Building 
WEEKDAY EUCHARIST (Mass) 
Tuesday-Friday 4:30 PM 
Andrew Rankin Chapel 
AN INTRODUCTION TO CATHOIC TEACHINGS 
Wednesdays 7:00pm 
lower Rankin Chapel 
NEWM.AN CLUB(Catholic Student Club) 
2nd & 4 th Sundays after Mass 
Carnegie Building 
For more information call: 
Rev. J erry E. Hargrove, Ph.D. 
806-7908 or 638-3214 
Chris Rock 
If you missed Chris Rock's 
Seminar this past October 10, 
you missed a golden opportunity 
to talk with Chris and many 
producers and writers! 
But---it's not too late to get 
involved in the new 
llltop Journal ! Students in all 
schools and colleges at Howard University are 
encouraged to see Virginia Stewart, Dean's Office, 
School of Communications, (C.B. Powell Bldg, 2nd 
Floor, Room W2-203L), for an application. 
As Chris Rock suggested during the writer's 
seminar, you may want to collaborate with others to 
perfect your writing assignment entries. 
Contact Ms. Stewart via Fax at 232-8305 to: 
• Partner with other interested students 
• Have Mike T.ucker, Bill Barlow, Todd Kliman, 
Vickie Saunders, Bill Duke or Lamont 
Gonz~ezcritiqueyourentry · 
Deadline for Subrnission of Writing Entries: November 10, 1998 
Communications? 
Well, style & profile 
for our school in 
the 1998 
Homecoming 
Parade. It's gonna . 
fun! Be there 7 am 
SHARP tomorrow 
morning. For 
more information 
call Arrelle @ 
939-0706 
Wrappin' Heads by Fatima 
2632 Georgia Avenue, N.W. , 
Washington, DC 
(202)667-3037 
?t"esents .... 
~"1-\.e'('\Oed_ Hours for the 
~C)~ecom1ng Week ano:. 
~~c:,~ MUCH MOR£(/ · 
Relaxer, Rinse, Cut or Up-Do 
$3..t.· 
Inc ludes shampoo, Wrap a~d style 
Yes, Wrappin1 Heads by Fa!ima will stay open late 
for three consecutive days!!! 
Thursday, from 9:00am-9:00pm 
Friday, from 6:00am-9:00pm 
Saturday, from 6:00am-12:00pm 
(Last client will be taken at 9:00pm) 
Includes both a Hair treatment or Hair trim 
for only $5.00 
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00 
Haircuts ... $10.00 & up 
Hair color ... $15.00 
Straw Twist ... Prices vary 
Professional Natural Hair Stylist 
Professional Weaves/Braids 
Press & Curl ... $35.00 
Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary 
Manicure & Pedicure .. . 25.00 
Convenient location across from Howard University 
We accept ATM and all major credit cards 
THE HILLTOP 
ICMA Retirement Corporation 
is a national financial/investment 
services corporation managing 
public sector retirement funds. 
We are seeking bright, 
enthusiastic undergraduate 
and graduate business/finance 
majors for our exciting new 
College Reserves Program 
in our Customer Services 
Division. ICMA will sponsor 
your NASO licensing and 
train you to respond to 'client 
inquiries relating to their 
retirement accounts. 
• Work 60 hours/ 
within 3 quarters 
and earn $500!! 
• Earn your NASO 
Series 6, 63 license -
company paid! 
To be considered for our 
"Invitation Only" Open House 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1998 
You have an exceptional gift? 
Well, we've got an exceptional ministry! 
Rahab Records 
A Gospel Company specializing in Hip Hop Soul 
ls looking for Mcile Voccilists (Alto/Tenor) who are: _ 
• 18-25 years of age 
• seriously committed to their Christian walk 
• capable of ministering to diverse audiences 
• skilled in performance 
• knowledgeable of God's Word and how it 
applies to our lives . 
• familiar and comfortable with Hip Hop Culture 
If this is you, contact us for an audition and immediate 
consideration for our debut recording. 
For more info, contact 
Minister Eric J Campbell 
(301) 506-2680 
B7 
on November 18th, please 
respond by Friday, November 6! 
Mail/fax cover letter and resume, 
stating your availability to: 
Got a demo tape? We're accepting 
all submissions. Send us your 
professional package. 
ICMA-RC 
777 North Capitol Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002-4240 
ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION Attn: Staffing/CAP 
The public service Vantagepoint since 1972. Fax: 202-962-4601 11160 Veirs Mill Rd. LlS-233 
Wheaton, MD 20902 
RahabRec@aol.com 
Redefining "!;oul" Mur:ic 
B~~z-.Alleri &-- :Fia_milt~ri 
We i:nvite all se:niors 
to meet "l..l..S and lea.t: .11 
abo"l..l..t "l..l..nparalleled. 
global oppo:t: t--u:nities 
in manageme:nt 
co:ns"l..l..ltirig. 
Date: 
Place: 
First R.ou.n.d. I:n.terv-iews 
Wedn..esday, ~o-vember 18, 1998 
On. Ca:n.1pu.s 
For in.formation.. on. .A.pplication.. 
Dead.Jin.es, Q & .A Session.., an..d 
I:ri.te rviews, please con.tact the Career 
Services Office 
For more i:ri.formation.., please call 
1-800-221-4-692, x6718 
'Visit u.s at ou.r Website http://W"VV"VV-bah_com 
Boo.z-.Allen &: IIamilton is an. 
Equal C>pportunity Employer, IVI/F/-V/D 
- -- ------·-
·----- - ---------------- -~------ ~ -~ - •~· 
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BEST OF FRIENDS INC. 
Supported By ' 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOC. 
Presents 
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN XVII 
H O M E e O M I N G '98 
OCTOBER 31, 1998 
10:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
THE ARBOR BALLROOM 
The Washington Times Building 
3600 New York Avenue, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
Hors D' Oeuvres 
CASH BAR 
Attire: Semi-Formal 
DONATION $20.00 
ADVANCE TICKETS SALES ONLY 
Tickets will not be sold at the door 
Ticket information: (202) 216-2080 
SATURDAY, 10/31/98 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD ON HU CAMPUS 
At the "BEST OF FRIENDS" TENT 
During and After the Football Game 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1998 THE HILLTOP 
HOWARD UNIVE'RSI7Y PRESS PRESENTS 
The release of 
lvfORVECAI 
THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE 
by Richard I. McKinney 
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, the first African-American president of HOWARD UNIVERSITY, served as such for 
thirty-four years, from September 1926 to June .I 960. A controversiai' figure, Dr. Johnson is credited with 
successfully strengthening the academic program at Howard and increasing enrollment. Dr. McKinney 
chronicles Dr. Johnson's personal and professional life from his early years in Paris, Tennessee, through his 
college years in Atlanta and Chicago, his pastorate in Charleston, and his subsequent presidency at Howard. 
Mordecai concludes with selected sermons and addresses by this charismatic orator. 
This work enlivens the legacy of Mordecai Wyatt Johnson. Within these pages bis spirit 
fl9urishes, bearing a timeless standard of leadership for America and the global 
community. 
H. Patrick Swygert, Ph.D. 
President, Howard University 
... Mordecai Wyatt Johnson may, yet, emerge to challenge Robert Maynard Hutchins as the 
leading university president of the century .... This book is required reading for anyone 
interested in the history of educational administration. 
Waller E. Massey, Ph.D. 
President, Morehouse College 
ABOUT rnr AurnoR 
. RICHARD McKlNNEY is professor of philosophy emeritus, Morgan State University and former chair of the 
Department of Philosophy. He is a graduate of Morehouse College, Andover Newton Theological School, and 
Yale University. Dr. McKinney has taught and served as dean of the School of Religion at Virginia Union 
University and president of Storer College. 
To order, call customer service at 410-516-6947, fax 410-516-6998 or visit the Howard University Book Store. The cost is 
$21.95 per copy. Howard University students get a 25% discount. 
HOWARD UNrJERSf!Y !>Rt$ 
WELCOME HOME RHC!!! 
''Behold, ho-w good and ho-w pleasant it is for brethren to d-well together in unity!"" 
Psalm 133:1 
H0'11'AHD RSITV CO~UNI'rV CHOIR 
presents 
ISAIYBO 
cel.ebratiog Ten Yeai Is of Service Unto The Lo_.~d_.. 
Reunion at the Flagpole 
Friday, October 30, 1998 
1 :00 P . M . 
Howard University-
Main Yard 
Holy Ghost Jam Session 
(Mini-Concert open to the public) 
Friday, October 30, 1998 
4:45 P.M. 
Blackburn Center - Auditorium 
Reunion at the Homecoming Game 
Saturday, October 31, 1998 
12:00 NOON 
Greene StadiUin 
All are welcome! 
Admission is free - .Jesus paid it all! 
• 
For more infotmation, call (202) 986-0343 
Worship•Jesus is Lord•Worship•Jesus is Lord•Worship•Jesus is Lord 
·--- -· - ... -· -·,·- -------
----------------- ---- -
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G ~nelle Brooks pushes herself to do more than the ordinary college student. In addition to 
a full classload and studying, the senior 
International Business major put:; herself 
through an intensive fitness regimen at 
least three t imes a week after classes. 
Her regular workout schedule includes 
running, cardiovasculars, weightlifting 
and extensive stretching. 
She doesn't let living in the middle of 
D.C. prevent her from getting a great 
workout. Are you ready for this? She runs 
through NE, from campus to Catholic 
University, up to the cemetery, then 
down Park Street. Yeah, 
she's 'bout it. 
I'd like to encour-
age all the Bison out 
there to do what 
Genelle does: Chal-
lenge yourselves to 
run that extra mile 
. . . or two . . . or 
three. Until next 
time, I th ink you'l l all 
agree with me when I 
say: "Genelle, you betta 
just go, gurl!" 
d. swoosh Tearn V, 
•
,e · . 0 tvl) d want to 
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ldOWARD 
Thanks to everyone who 
turned out for Nike's Women's 
Night Run on October 21st. Our 
group run helped to raise aware-
ness of campus safety issues. It 
was part of a national effort by 
Nike to organize safe Women's Runs on 
campuses throughout the country. , If 
anyone wants more information on 
Women's Night Runs, email me at the 
address below. 
Attention club team athle tes: 
Think your team has a great story to tell? Nike is 
looking to support one club team this year. 
You'll not only receive some Nike product, 
but you'll a/so be featured on SportsPage. If 
your team is up to the challenge and wants 
to be considered, email me at the address 
below to find out more . 
,C O R P S 
0 ,,:0-' ~ 
... , ... .....::::;: .;) .... 
""- ~o t-~,c,.,·c. 
CAN YOU BE A 
HERO? 
WHO SAYS THERE'S N O TRUE 
NATIO NAL CHAMPION SH IP FOR 
COLLEG E FLAG FOOTBA LL? 
Nike P.L.A.YCORPS trains college students to coach in local youth 
leagues. It's a great way to use your 
skills and become a role model and 
mentor to kids who really need your 
help. After the season, coaches receive 
$500 towards their tuition. Interested? 
Email me at the address below to find 
out more. Hurry up! The application 
deadline is November 1st for winter 
and spring sports. 
paid trip to the national championships at the Sugar Bowl in 
New Orleans over New Year's! 
Sign up now for the regional tournament November 20-22 at the University of Maryland. 
Call Jeff Kearney at 226-4425 for more information or visit www.CampusSports.com. 
• 
What are you waiting for? You can be 
a hero. 
Hi, I'm Tanya Samuels, your Nike student rep at Howard. Check out SportsPage for the latest on sports and Nike events around campus. I am here to 
support non-varsity athletes, weekend warriors, intramural addicts and the serious sports club competitors. If you're one of those hidden athletes who 
deserves some recognition on SportsPage or if you've got an upcoming club or IM sports event you'd like highlighte,: here, drop me a line at 
tanya.samuels@nike.com. Or look for me in Blackburn on Fridays! ... Yeah, Bison family, the famous Howard Homecoming is right around the corner, so 
make sure you get all your work done early! I'll be at the game and the StepShow with my Swoosh Team . Come out and support your Bison brothers and 
sisters, and be on the lookout for me. I'll have games, prizes and giveaways! All the best of luck to the football team as they prepare the vicious Bite of 
the Blue and White. GO BISON! 
B9 
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Get 100 FREE minutes. 
Then call anywhere in the U.S. for only I 0¢ a minute. 
Live off campus? Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first 100 minutes are FREE.* 
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you. 
AT&T One Rate• Plus: I 0¢ a minute-one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls you dial from 
home. Whoever. Whenever. Wherever you call in the U.S. And just a $4.95 monthly fee. 
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak: 10¢ a minute on your state-to-state, d irect dialed calls from home from 
7pm-7am and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly fee.* 
Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE. 
Call I 800 654-0471 
and mention offer code 59917 
or visit www.att.com/college/np.htrnl 
• Tcmu and condit.OOs .1pply. Frc,e minvttt promotion appl~s to first full monthly boll. Unused 
l'l'\IJ"IUtt$ ca..-.not ~ carried over. Offer expires I0IIS/98, Offer Wscd Qt'I c.ho,ce of AT&T OllC 
Rate Plus°' AT&T One Rue Off Pc-ak Plan. Plans subJect to billing a ... a lab,liity. In-state t1,tt1 vary. 
$) monthly m1n.rr...im usage applies to One Rate Off Pe.t\:. Plan. Ca!I for d-etails IC1998AT&T 
It's all within your reach.® AT&T 
Bll 
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All HILLTOPICS are due, paid 
in full , the Moday before pub-
lication. Announcements by 
campus organizations for 
meetings, seminars or non-
profit are charged as indivi-
uals. lndiviuals advertising for 
the purpose of announcing a 
service, buying or seliing are 
charged $5 for the first 20 
words and $1 for every addi-
tional five words.Local compa-
nies are charged $10 for the 
first 20 words and $2 for every 
five words thereafter. Person-
al ads are $2 for the first 1 O 
words and a $1 for every addi-
tional five words. 
The Fn« l.adlof ol ZMa PHe.ca Sonlrily Inc., 
~Cllll'W-~10C.-. 
I.Ool<...Cfo<acM6otdlmgfle monlll. 
StoP Running .. Ftom Ulf'f Pr_,. and lace 
__ .,._whoifl>'eal«t1analyour 
ptObtemt, Come to Rejoyee 1n J&$us Campus 
FelowSllipEwry Thlndey 7:3Qpffl In 811d<• 
blKn c.mo,, Rm 1.c& and 150 
ATTEITTION HU STU0EITTS 
Do you need a new computer? Is your old PC in 
need of repair? Then cal PC Doctors 1oday 
02,255,2423. We elso seJI software. 
KmllOn and Krame Bload< Party 2629 Georgia 
/Wo $5 IO go1 your """"' on Friday Oc1ol>er 3011,3-Bpm • 
The Sociology Club wUI moei on Nov. 611> In 
OOH Am305. - come andddcuu "Shat• 
Ing OU, Villon." Conw:I Noni 301 .864.3866 
You met the Book, You saw the movie come join 
the Sterling A. Brown English Club November 
2nd0 6pm fillhop Lounge 10 discuss BeloYed. 
Csneun and Bahamas Sign and gel free 
m&aVdrinks Florida, Jamaica and SOU'lh pad<O 
avallabte seJI trips and travel troel Cd tor free 
brochul'e 1-888-m-4642 
Low cost Self•Oelense cla.$$8S ro, women! The 
DC Rape Crisis Cenrer and The Empower Pro. 
gram wlll offer a four session sett defense class 
s1arting November 9th, Sliding scale fee. Class· 
es wlll be Mid Mondays and Wednesdays from 
7 • 1 Opm in Takoma Park. two blocks from the 
metro. Free parking p-. Call 202·232· 
0789. 
Join Uf for a Homecoming Christian Jam! Noon-
day Prayer's Hallelujah Party. Oc1ooe, 31 O 
9:00pm· 1 :ooam. Coll 518·5908 lo< de1alls. 
WOMEN'S Sp;rttuaJ Week (' Nov.15· 19 FREE• 
All lnvi1ed Con1act 806-4548 
Lour.lana Club Meellng on Tuesday November 
3 , in Locke Hall 7:30pm 
WhaldoeJltal<a10beaCP?WhoifSamuel 
8. Bl'lrld\)a? ._ much flava do you have? Do 
you_ HU? Con1)l,s Pal.-n-.g 
c:an.v Sc>on. Be on Ille-out. 
TO lhe 52 JOPP We 1oVe you, Wek:Ome back 
Pertection breeds Perfection breeds Perteet.ion 
-.ENVY 
ENVY Sp 98 May Illa legacy ooolinuo L°"" 
Your Tai 1 
Weloome 10you,fi1.th0i1iocon,ing Mlcllell<I. 
Mattia, Chu,ty, CMsty, Kannha and Ille man I 
- David 1 OA9e 
Jolnusln~amulti-l>aon_,_. 
ny •. --.. lnalme 301.3792728 
Do you hav o Illa Bison $pirll end""°" o ~ 
10 allow II? Then lllow II al Ille Off!ctal Homo-
coo,lng Pop Rely Friday ~ 3011> G,_,,, 
-.no 5pm af!or Ille YarCIM~ .• Oonl miss 
lho onty er- 11>11 highllgl,IS Ille CllMtlNdo,., 
F«>(boq Pia- Bond. Ooh la ta Girls, Greeks 
and The HOMECOMING COURT Asno May 
end NwaJ J\rbena. Nicholl Roff and 8'8ndon 
Neal, end Omotooa Mar,galil end Myyaacca 
Shom-.n. Alf()~ lo< Ille first_.,. 
SOUL Squad Ind lhe HU s.ng.<1. S1,.ngo• 
W\l alsol)e perlonrlog. THt if AU. FJIEEI 
FOR RENT 
Laroe Room ~h w/E•oe~fil~·s ifJ'er, wl'!J.X~r FJee blo ,1;11es m ose.10 fiA'irs <,;au onn1e S or 58 1· 
;.; fj~~Ja,1,,!cfe~\'Jn"~f.'Jl/~, l~e . y,o I lidos ulll, s <.;a 
Roo,u~e needed fiow~raduiit8 1s >k1no·ror a regns1bl8 
a ure roomate o snare a •• e 
two oPm witn ba,1000~ l0<~n er mon a ver ice n a 
G80fQOS lf/.'!t••~11~111es ~ 1~ lo 
metro Cruf'!Hayne at 30 . . ~r 
EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES 
Nile Valley Solutions (www.nUevalley,,net) 
Is currently recruiting history and afrlcan 
studies majors 10 p,arliclpate In several 
progressive projects In volvlng the devel• 
opment of On-Line Resouroes. If you are 
eager to appty your Ideas, k.nowlege, and 
energy toward thee of the African-amerl• 
can community via the internet. Send 
email@ fnfO@nllevalley.not 
Sale! Prepaid Calling Cards with 20mlns 
of tallk time! Only $2.00! Card l.s rechar-
gsble. 5end payment to: RLW Enterpris-
es, 7532 Colfax Ave. No., Brooklyn Park, 
Mi'I 55444-2549 
Earn $1200 By Next Week 
EXCEL COMMUN!CAIONS Money Making 
Aaron Carr ndependent Rep 202. 526.2623 
www.excel.com Earn $1200 By Noxt 
W""k 
Anthrology•study ot humankind. Club 
forming, maJors, minors, go. students 
wel-come Call coordinator Arana@63S. 
3143 
sales reps to s~lclt adverUslng for DC 
Community newspaper. II you are selt• 
molivaled Call Kethy @) 202.635-6397 
Advertising Sales: Commissioned sates 
reps to solicit advertising for DC COmmu~ 
nlty newspaper. If you are sell-motivated 
Call Kalhy @ 202.635-6397 
Attention HU Students L0<:el favorite 
seafood restaurant now looking for peo--
ple with great attitudes: and a wtllimhness 
to learn In a fun, professlonal etmos· 
phere. Opprtunltles available for Parlt-
Ttme/Full Time Walters, waltresse.s, hosts, 
hostes.ses. Convenient loc-aUon and 
hours for metro tronsporatlon. Apply 
Mon-Fri between 2:30-Spm L+N Seafood 
Grill In the Ffashlon Centre at Pentagon 
Clly. 703.415.2055 
Resume-s, Resumes-10 Free Coples The 
Copy writers Group Speclal Otter starling 
$25 Includes writing/layout Assistance 
100% Bond Paper 10coples:~ Total 20 Call 
Today 581-0689. 
Are you created, energetic, and reliable? 
Yes, then Spotllght is looking for you. 
Join our PR learn. Call 387-4574 tor fur• 
ther Into 
HU Studenls I have a 4 bedroom house 
on 1st NW each room rents tor $400 
except 1 of the rooms have an bathroom 
and that rents for $423 all rooms ere fully 
furnished and utilities are Included. 
5elllng Medlum-slzed refrigerator In great 
condition! Includes a mini frcezer. Pleas:& 
contact Shana Rodgers 939-0796. 
UMAC & World Block Beach Spring Break 
Inc. presents •. Cardlo Klckboxing/Body 
1\.lnlng FitnMs Class Monday Thru Thurs· 
day 7•9:30Pm @ UMAC studio 7616 Geor• 
gla Avenue starling In November. $49 
Intro special limited spaces must enroll 
TOdayll Call Juan 2.387.8622 
Black Beach Spring Breek 99 In Jamaica. 
Mandatory Rep Meeting Monday and 
Tunday 26, 'r1 ot October 7:00pm Black• 
burn Upstairs call Juan Davis 
202.387.8622 for details 
Term Paper Asslstanco Writing /Editing 
and Reason Ouarariteed Results/Low 
Rates C-811 Copywriters Group 
202.581.0689 
Justice Federal Credit Union seeks high• 
ly mollvated lndMduats wt cash handllng 
sexperloonco In banking/Retail to work 
with In downtown DC branches. Cross 
sclllng/customer service Skills n4t¢es.s:ary. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3-0, 1998 
Ability to communicate with members In 
efficient, effective, professional manner. 
E.xcellent credit history and ability to pass 
back.ground clearance Is a mu.st. Saler'( Is 
$10 per hr. Part Time teller/rec:::eptlonls·t 
poslllons are evallable: prefer peak lime 
11--3. Fax resume to HR, (703} 528~noo or 
send resume to JFCU• HR, 1010 N. Glebe 
Rd, Sulle 700 Arllnglon, VA 2201. EOE. 
Mako Easy Money! Everyone buys Spring 
Break packa(l&.s, so why not be the one to 
seu II? USA Spring Break Is C"!rrenUy 
accepUng app for campus reps. Call 1· 
888rlngBreak. 
RESUMES Cover Letters Let the Profes-
sional design your resume ••. Get the Job 
or Internship you deslre ••• Call The 
Resume Experts 202.543,6529 
FREE DENTAL, EYECARE and PRESCRIP• 
TION Plan white earning unllmlled thou~ 
sands weekly, Plus Addtttonal (Oownllne 
Income For Life} as an Independent Bro,. 
ker (No Llsc-.ence Required.} For the #1 
Discount Health Plan In Amerlc•. Call 
Today tor your flnanclal Freedom (301) 
838-7031 10,444 "Capllallsm at Its finest. 
~Mad Sclentlstr needed to lead tun sclenoes 
actMtios for kkts In elem schools. Must have 
cxper. wort(.lng with up to 25 kidS. Need C8rl 
Interest In science or 8duca6on helpful. Must 
be avalable weekfay attemoons. Training 
Provided. PT oppty. $25-3511 hr program 
301.924.6767. 
Need Cash? $400- to $2400 Eam lrrmediate 
lnoomo Paid next Week Work From your 
dorm home, or meeting site 8 to 10 hrs a 
week Searching Onty tor serious Minded Per• 
sons If you need 10 Financially Supplemenl 
your tuition or oost of living If you don't want 
to WOfry month after month aboU1 your cash 
flo whlle you are 1,ying 10 s\\Jdy Call 202. 
310.4782 or for an lmmedia1e response call 
202. 290.0215 
Excellenl EX1ra IJ1COme Now1 Envelope Stuff• 
Ing $600,$800 every week Free Details 
SASE to ln1emational Inc. 1375 Coney lSland 
Ave. Btooklyn. NY 11230 
FREE RECHARGABLE PHONE CARDS 
Only 19oentsl minuets nationwide!I Great 
international rates!! Send SASE. Steven 
Whitehursl, P.O. Box 1094 Depl~ HT Dolton, 
ll60419 
Cop City Negro Laague Colleclioo Worlds 
FreSllesl Baseba• Cops 202.72201. 
1800223Tajo 
S1uden1s Faculty Staff Top Prices Paid F0< 
used and unwanted T""1bool<s Taj Boole Ser• 
vice 202. 722.0701 1-800-223-Tojo 
National conservation organization seeks 
highly qualtfied proressiooal to manage it's 
field and natiQnal programs. 10+ years lead• 
ershlp in non-profit advocacy, organization 
managemeni. and program related fvndrais• 
ing desired. Oemostrated ability to motivate 
and mange a clivetSe slatf of 25·30 v.ithln a 
team structure ls c.riticaJ. AdVanoed deg.rees 
in taw, policy or management desired, but not 
requited. Send resume' and 1nlere,t state· 
moot to ATC/Human Resoutces. 1100 11st. 
NW. Washington. DC 20038. EOC 
Totally Prolessional Female Visual Artist 
LOOking Foi Ethnk:/Natural Aftk:an Diaspora 
Women to model tor painting sertes. Must be 
wilting 10 model nude or near nude. All 
Sllapes and sizes needed. C..11 2.966 .• 5546 
SIUdent Rep· AT&T AUlhorized Agenl needs 
20 students nowt Noe,c;p, will train. S100-
S300/week. PT/FT 800.592.2121 Ex724 
--------- ···--·····-···· 
Are you interested In 1ele-Aslon? SPOT• 
LIGHT lnleresl rnee1;,,g TODAY 6p.m. •• 
Channel 32•WHUT-TV, (Studio 0) 
------·--------
Part-time fail employment for students 
to perform general olflce duties. Good 
data entry s kills required. Duties include 
filing, answering phooes and light typ• 
ing. A commitment ot 20 tvslweek between 
the hours of 9.5 is required. Please can 
Sophia Dillon al (202) 232-8777 ex, 5355 
African Nut,ian Braids Besi and Cheapest 
Braids in Town SaJe up 10 30% otf regu&at 
prices sluden1 Oi:scounts availat>le 3223 
G80<gla Ave 202.723.9720 
Customer Service Representatwe Par-Mime 
Local lndtpenden1 rns.uranoe Agency $6.25 
10 $7 .00 an hour. Will 1r8rl;fleXJcie hours 
202.8:!9.2510 
Fo«gel BlockbuSlert Come 10 Movie Mglll 
8pm Englneemg Audrtorh .. t n Sponsored by 
ReJovce In Jesus, Young Adutls Fellowship 
FAE~! 
Fine Photographer looking for temaJe modets 
to participate In figure stucty proloct; portfolio 
exchange. Call Kim Johnson 202.842.2537 
What a Greal Joba Bar T Kid$ is looking for 
Aides & Group Leade-rs to work ., our before 
Md after childcare programs. Programs are 
located at local schools In the Bethesda area. 
GOOD PAY. EXPERIENCE. LOTS ol FUN! 
call 301.948.3172 
LOwest rates to Jamak:a, Mexico, & Florida. 
Call 800.848,4849 or app!y online al 
www.ststravel.com. 
Absolute Spring Break .... '111ke 2" • 2 Free 
Trips-only 15 sales. Earn$$$. HotteSI 0esia• 
tions! Lowest Pl'ices! Free Meal$, Drink, Par· 
ties 111 ···Limited Offer···· 1·800·426•n10, 
www.sunsplashlOurs.com. 
FOR SALE 
Howard University Area. Furnished room 
for rent. Washer/Oryer, shared kitchen 
and Bath. Rent $300 per month plus 1/4 
ullllttes Call 202.544.3248 202.515.6270 
Api. for rent 2 Rms: kitchen + Bath Walk-
ing distance to HU $500,00 + Utllltles. 
Bedroom rurnlshod or unfurnls.hed 
HELP WANTED 
Full time paid internships available at a 
prestigious DC trade association work• 
Ing in the Communications Department 
and Government Affairs Department. 
Backgroun\:l in Political Science, Eng-
lish or Journalism preferred. Must be 
motivated, detail-oriented and a team 
plaer. Georgetown locatioo. If interest• 
ed. please fax resume and cover to 
Personnel, 202/337•4508 
Seamstress needed for HU Bisonette 
Dance Ensemble Call Nikki O 332· 
4658 
ATTENTION: HU sTObENT 
do you need a new computer? Is you 
old PC In need of repair? 
Ten calied (PC Doctors ) today at 
202/255-2423. 
• I 
$1,500 weekly potential malling our cfr-
culars. No ex:perlence Required Freo 
tnlormeuon Packet call 202.452.5940. 
NEED CASH? $400 lo $2,400 Earn 
Immediate Income Paid Nexl Week 
Work From your Dorm, Home, Meeting 
Site 8 to 10 h~ e week 
Searching only for serlos minded per-
spns If you need to linanctatty suppfo-
ment your tutlon or cost of llvlng. If 
you are serious about your time devot• 
ed to your education. If you don't want 
to worry month after month about after 
your cash flows white you are trying to 
study C..11 202.310.4782 or for an 
Immediate response call 202.290.-0215 
Looking for someone who Is reliable 
safe, capable, driver. Moving to Ohio 
and oeed help loading boxes and able 
to do hlghwey driving. WIii pay for 
help. Prefer Grad. Miss Payton 
301.649.6289 
Looklng to Increase your wealth Poten-
tial? The greater DC MIiiionaire Society 
can afford you that opportunity 
301.486.0024 
Diamond fialr Studio fiomecomlng 
Special, Relaxer,m Cut end wrap for $44 
Wrap cut and curl $25 .. 5801 Eastern 
Ave fiyansvllle, MO; Riggs Plaza 
lnsltute for reading Excellence seeks 
Individual with time, energy, experience 
and desire to assist In marketing/devel-
oping a reading program. 
Call John@ (301) 949-1761 
PERSONALS 
Big Up to 1he bashment glrls: Shalon-
da, Ayanna, Kim, Rhodanna 
&Kerry .. Keer, mek'dem hard llke 
rocwi all• a di Supa 
Bia UP to ml"L' b<uddaZ: Oar. Del, Conan. 
Cl'evln, Dwayne, Cory and mlcaan fl get 
bout di new cumma "'fresh· ... since a wi last 
homocomlng togedda, tt attl go hot like 
scotch bonnet peppal!! a di S<Jpa 
Kathy G .. yuh 1ink seh mi ooulda b;g up 
every bOdy an· leave yuh outl 
47 E.N.V.Y. "Coofldence Is never rude 
because confidence Is Al<Al\Jde .. Skeewee 
Sorors Skeewee· Love 35•A·98 
To the step team 33·A·98, 39-A·98, 21 ·A· 
98. 5•A·98,27·A·98,7·A·98,37·A·98.11·A· 
98,18·A·98.43-A·98,24·A·98, 12·A·98 
remember. "God loves you, we tova you 
and there is nothing you can dO abOUt H.· 
1.0V8 35-AS-3,3A98. 1~·A·98 and 4-A-98 
Congtatulallons Asha and 8"'ndoo on 
being a par! ol lhe 1998 lbnec::omlo9 
Court.CP love 
Erika Wortham thank you f<lf~r "'4>-port. This Is Iha las1 lime heat 
thanks .. Bisonettes LDve .. Asha 
We1cot1,e Mom, 08d, Nicole and the CT 
CttNI. 
·, 
Congra1a to al the 1998 Pageant Contes• 
tan131 
HAPPY 
ANNIVERSARY 
PERTINACIOUS 
32 
LiL0 SPRING 88' 
WELCOME 
HOME!!!! 
Happy Birthday 
Debra McCoy 8-A-96 
and 
Danette "Dlgglty" Gerald 
16-A-96 
Luv ya lots, 6-A-96 
Arrollo keep up !he p,d workll!I 
Amdla 
Shouts to the Howard 
Bison 
Mascot II 
Alli I Gotcha' 
Everyone, be safe for home-
coming and remember that 
Arrelle luvs you. That 
Includes you to: 
~ff~~~a!~: f e~~~1YliY.! 
Steve, .~r r1em'\»orld 
The. Scti8~Fo¥ Comm. 
or. Rooert'Perry 
Happy 21st 
Birthday 
Digga 
Thanks to all Hilltopers for 
hanging in there this week. 
Things got tough, but you all 
showed your true colors. 
Many Thanks. Love Always 
The Editor\ 
Jason, the Campus Section 
and the Wednesday 
nlte/fhursday mornin ' crew 
misses ya'. LOVE 
Aprill, Steve and Rochell, 
HAPPY HOMECOMING!!! 
THE llILLTOP 
. . 
™f~W J[JM[~~~ 
Unisex Hair Studio 
Located @ 900 Florida Ave. NW 
(9th and V Street, across the street from the 9:30 Club) 
Featuring some of the finest Stylist and barbers in Washington 0.C. 
Women 
Perms, Touch Ups, Weaves, Natural Hair, Precision cuts and Coloring. 
Eyebrow Waxing, Makeup, Facials and Nubian Henna Tattoos 
Hair cuts, anci facials 
Appointments Preferred 
(Walk-ins Welcome) 
Call 202 332-5838 
for appointments 
Student 
Discounts 
available w/ IO 
The 
Presents 
The exclusive HU Homeeaming Weekend 
. ff I~~~ ~m.t v~ 
~1f.1t ,,, NIGHTS OF ,r"~ 
Reggae, Soca, Hip-Hop 8 Go-Go '" 
~,% 
"Cl iJti rfrlttJ "'· Ye /'r;4T '11 
Free Srut!l8 Imm MerlclM. Tower. and Bethune fwlex ev.ry hall hcu. Slal1lng at 10 pm. 
- .,. ' 8mtt AJlert, Clayton ffilnit Ill. Corey MarUn 
.Jillhnllthan M-.011'-IQ"""'° Rudolptl M.O. Mdian,11 fr. JIWl!d Manta. APdrllW ~- Rdien: 'r..-.-. Kero1ed1 Ward 
~ 81111 aw. ~ 1rYDadrldf, A.I Ole ,eu, P•n Pli:flp. 
diiflk ~ AMn BIMIN, Rynn Hunter. .Jahn Hcnldl, 
lilJidy~Angdtll'Dlslg.Slfl1Plda.os.Ke\ltnl.llllitlt 
